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Liquid acids are very important catalysts that are used to make many types of

products. However, the waste from industrial facilities that use liquid acids has

contributed to many environmental problems such as ozone depletion. Replacement of

these hazardous liquids with reusable solid acids is the key to developing green industrial

processes. Unfortunately, the complex interactions of a molecule with a solid acid site is

not fully understood, preventing the rapid and wide spread replacement of liquid acids

with new solid acids.

Current methods for characterizing solid acidity include many different types of

spectroscopic and calorimetric techniques. Many of these methods rely on observing the

changes that occur in probe molecules interacting with the acid site. Generally,

adsorption of the probe molecule onto the acid site results in the formation of an adduct

bond between the probe and the acid site. The change in the electronic state of

XI



triethylphosphine oxide upon adsorption to an acid site can be measured with

Phosphorus-31 MAS NMR.

Tlie position of the spectral line(s) of the adduct can be used to identify the

relative acidity of multiple acid sites on a surface. The combination of this new method

with activity tests and calorimetry can be used to describe the total acidity of a solid. .

Additional methods can be used to determine how the probe molecule reacts with

the surface of a solid. In the case of the important catalyst 12-tungstophosphoric acid and

its cesium derivatives, several techniques were used to characterize the surfaces of the

solids. Penetration of the lattice by small molecules is apparently limited by the energy

cost associated with opening the crystal lattice to include the molecule. The result is that

only a small fraction of the available acid sites of these solids are available for interaction

with the reactant.

The development of new solid acid characterization techniques will help to

increase the level of understanding of these important catalysts. The new insights gained

will lead to an increase in the pool of solid acids available to replace liquid acids,

reducing the burden placed on the environment by industrial processes.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE CHARACTERIZATION OF SOLID ACIDITY

The replacement of hazardous Hquid acid catalysts with solid analogs is one of the

most important goals for the modernization of industrial processes. This substitution is

driven by economic and environmental factors. Removal of acidified waste from effluent '

streams would lower the amount of sulfate and other waste products that are dumped into

watercourses by millions of tons per year.' Solids are also easier to transport, store,

handle, and are (generally) recyclable, resulting in a significant reduction in cost.

Finding a solid that is capable of catalyzing a current industrial process under laboratory

conditions is only the first step in the development of an industrially viable replacement

for liquid acids. The subsequent steps include up scaling catalyst synthesis and reaction

size and retooling or constructing production facilities. -

The replacement of a liquid acid with a solid is the result of years of testing and

retesting. Much of this time is spent in the initial steps of identifying which reaction(s) a >

candidate solid is capable of catalyzing. These initial steps include activity tests and

various measures of acidity, usually beginning with a screening process."'^ One method

of screening catalysts starts with measuring the activity of a series of solids toward a

certain reaction. The catalysts that do not perform well are discarded, and the successful

solids are further tested to determine their life span or to isolate the components that

make them successful to help in the generation of another set of catalysts for testing. A



second screening method initially tests the solid acid to predict the type of reactions it

will be capable of catalyzing. The solid is then tested for its ability to catalyze reactions

in this range of acidity. Such a test is often used to estimate acidity through calorimetric

or spectroscopic techniques. This second method is more common when only a small

number of solids have been synthesized and require testing.

The use of solid acids has been driven by the need to separate products from

catalysts and to replace toxic liquids with less hazardous solids. A reaction driven by a

liquid acid has three major shortcomings. The first problem is how to store large

volumes of dangerous liquids. For example, handling hydrofluoric acid is not a simple,

inexpensive, or safe operation. The acid is produced on site and piped to the reaction

vessel as a gas where it is condensed. A small leak of HF can stop the production of a

large plant, as well as pose a significant health risk to the local community and

environment. The second problem is how to separate the product from the spent acid.

This is often performed by distillation or neutralization procedures.'* Finally, the cost to

regenerate acidified waste is more than the cost to produce fresh acid, resulting in a large

increase of waste. For example, production of methylmethacrylate results in several tons

of ammonium sulfate that must be disposed of for every ton of product.' This salt is

often dissolved and dumped into the environment.

Solid acids address each of these problems in a favorable way.'^ Storage and

handling of solid acids is a simple task. They can be stored in bags or containers, and

require only a mask to avoid getting the particles in the eyes and lungs. Separation of the

catalysts from reaction products is an easy procedure: filtration or reactive distillation,

where a chemical reaction occurs simultaneously and concurrently with fractionalization



of products. Finally, many solid acids can be regenerated, extending their lifetime

indefinitely.

A Definition of Solid Acidity '

Solid acids are invaluable as catalysts in industrial reactions. The interaction of a

solid acid with a base can be described using Lewis acid-base theory--the sharing of an

electron pair. ' The intermolecular interactions involved can be distinguished from other

forms of intermolecular bonding through the use of some examples. If we allow two

non-acidic, non-basic molecules to interact, such as two helium atoms, the strength of the

interaction can be described using only van der Waals forces. '° The same forces can be

used to describe the interaction of a basic molecule, such as pyridine, interacting with a

non-acidic solid such as silicalite. The magnitude of this interaction, measured through

the enthalpy of adsorption, has been determined to be -19.1 kcal mol"'." However, if we

exchange the silicalite with its acidic isomorph, HZSM-5, we must describe the bonding

as containing both a van der Waals and an acid-base interaction.'" The total enthalpy of

this interaction has been measured to be -47.8 kcal mol"' that can be separated into a van

der Waals component of -19.1 kcal mol"' and an acid-base component of -28.7 kcal mol"'.

To truly describe a solid acid we must also rule out interactions that oxidatively lead to

the formation of a covalent or ionic bond (Table 1 -
1 ).

Describing Solid Acids

Solid acids are described in three ways: (1) the number of types of acid sites and

their site density, (2) the acid strength possessed by each type of site, and (3) the activity

of the solid toward acid catalyzed reactions. The overall strength of a solid acid (points 1

and 2) is perhaps its most significant characteristic. The maximum strength tells



Table 1-1. An example of intermolecular interactions that lead to bonding.

Reaction Type of Interaction leading to the Product

Vj H2 + Ar -^ HAr^ + e'

H^ + Ar -^ HAr^

Argon + Water -> Argon

Clathrate

NH3 + HCl -^ NH4CI

C2H4 + H2O ^ CH3CH2OH

nCb + 2nNa ^ Sodium Chloride

NH3 + BF3 -> HsNiBFj

Redox reaction

Br0nsted Acid-Base

Dipole-Induced Dipole

Br0nsted/Lewis Acid-Base

Addition Reaction

Redox to a Ionic Bond

Lewis Acid-Base

researchers and engineers what kind of reactions the solid is capable of catalyzing. It

may also give the researcher some idea of how well the catalyst will carry out that

reaction. Site density is the second consideration (Figure 1-1). Site density is different

from normal density, p, in that it is a measure of the number of acid sites available for

interaction with a specific probe molecule for a given mass of solid. Site density is probe

dependent and is usually reported in units of mmol of acid site per gram of solid acid, or

simply mmol g"'.
'

It is important to stress that site density is probe dependent.''' For example, the

two solids shown in Figure 1-1 might report the results of a single solid that was titrated

with two different probe molecules, one of which could not interact with the Type 1 sites.

Such differences can be related to the size, or steric requirement, and basicity of the

probe molecule.
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Figure 1-1. An example of site density. The diagram on the left shows a high-density

solid acid with two different types of acid sites. The diagram on the right shows a one

site, low-density solid acid. A reaction that can be catalyzed by either type of acid site

will be better performed by the high-density, two site solid. Tests of acidity that can only

detect the Type 2 sites cannot be used to distinguish one solid from the other—they will

have identical results.

The combination of site density and acidity are the dominant factors in

determining the usefulness of the catalyst. Both a low density solid with very strong

acid sites and a high density solid with very weak acid sites will be poor catalysts. They

may be capable of catalyzing a reaction, but only at a very limited rate. Additionally, the

stability of the acid sites is also very important."'' If the acid sites are easily destroyed, for

example, by water hydrolysis, the catalyst will be of limited use in reactions where

complete removal of water is difficult.



Using Probe Molecules to Measure Acidity

Acidity is often characterized by measuring spectral line shifts of an adsorbed

probe molecule.'^ Techniques based on IR,'^'"' UV," EPR"^ and NMR(to be discussed

later) have been developed. The shift of the spectral line(s) is compared to the shift of the

spectral line(s) of the same probe molecule on other solid acids with different acidity to

generate a scale of relative acidity. A relatively larger shift of the spectral line indicates

higher acidity. When several different spectral lines from a probe on one solid acid are

observed, the additional spectral lines are taken to be additional acid sites with different

strengths." By monitoring the changes in intensity of the different spectral lines as the

total amount of adsorbed probe is varied, the amount of each acid site present in the solid

can be determined.

The technique for obtaining a useful NMR spectrum of a solid is called magic

angle spinning (MAS). (The basic theory behind MAS NMR can be found in the ,

Appendix.) Without MAS, the NMR signal of a solid is typically broad and the

determination of the position of the isotropic spectral line(s) is inaccurate. The line width

of a solid sample can be in the tens of kilohertz.^"* For example, a 10 kHz line for

phosphous-3 1 on a 400 MHz spectrometer will be approximately 62 ppm wide, while in

solution the line representing the same feature might only be 0.1 ppm in width (16 Hz).

The extreme broadening is due to the large number of rigid dipolar couplings in the solid

state. The use of MAS allows the acquisition of moderately high resolution NMR

spectrum of a solid, where the spectral line or lines are resolved and their chemical shifts

can be determined. Figure 1-2 shows a graphical representation of the effects of MAS.

Figure l-2a is an example of the NMR of solid adamantane without MAS. Adamantane



Figure 1 -2. The effect of magic angle spinning (MAS) on the NMR spectra of solids.

Figure l-2a represents the NMR spectra of a solid adamantane. Figure l-2b represents

the NMR spectra of the same solid while spinning on the magic angle. The line width

has been significantly decreased allowing for the observation of two spectral lines.

(Adapted from "Modern NMR Spectroscopy l"'^" by J. K. M. Sanders and Brian K.

Hunter.)-^

is a symmetrical bicyclic organic compound with two types of carbon atoms in a 2:

1

ratio. However, the static NMR spectrum shows only one featureless peak. Figure l-2b

is of the same sample but acquired under MAS conditions. The line width has been

greatly reduced and two spectral lines of roughly 2: 1 intensity can now be resolved.

Phosphorus-31 MAS NMR is well suited for solid acid characterization. The

large gyromagnetic ratio and 100% natural abundance of phosphorus-3 1 allows detection

of very small amounts of probe molecules, which is advantageous when attempting to

observe the limited number of acidic sites present on the surface of a solid acid.

Previously reported phosphorus-31 MAS-NMR studies over the past decade have focused

primarily on trimethylphosphine as the adsorbate probe of choice."^"
*

Trimethylphosphine has been used to identify the number of different sites on the solid,

the density of each site, and the nature of each site as either Lewis or Br0nsted.^^

Unfortunately, the small variation of the phosphorus-31 chemical shift of

trimethylphosphine in solids of wide ranging acidity limits the utility of this probe for the

;' -'i'.
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determination of acidity. For Br0nsted acids the range of acidity correlates with chemical

shifts over a 5 ppm range, with an error in measurement of 0.5 ppm. For Lewis acids, the

range is covered in only 3 ppm, with an error of measurement of 1 ppm.

The most promising use of trimethylphosphine is for the determination of

densities of the Lewis and Br0nsted sites on the surface. Work performed using '^N

pyridine has shown 5'^N of that probe can be used to give similar information to 5'^'P

from trimethylphosphine.^^"''^ '/'

Liquid acids have been previously characterized using triethylphosphine oxide

(TEPO), upon which the acceptor number scale is based.
'^•^'^•'*°''*"

The phosphorus-3

1

isotropic chemical shift of TEPO can identify the relative acidity of solutions. However,

while this and similar probe molecules have been used to distinguish multiple types of

acid sites on the surface of several solids,^^'*^^"'*'* no attempt has been made to use TEPO to

form a scale of solid acidity. A scale based on the change in chemical shift of this probe

would be advantageous due to the speed at which the characterization can be performed.

The origin of the phosphorus-3 1 chemical shift of chemisorbed TEPO is the shift

of electron density from the basic probe to the acid site."*" The interaction of the

phosphoryl oxygen atom with the acid site gives rise to a weakening of the phosphorus-

oxygen bond (Figure 1-3). Evidence for the weakening of this bond can be obtained from

the vibrational, or infrared, spectroscopy investigation of solvent acidity.
'^'^""'^

As the

acidity of the solution is increased, the phosphorus-oxygen stretching frequency can be

seen to decrease, indicating a weakening of the bond. Positive charge develops at the

phosphorus center while negative charge builds up at the acid site. The stronger the acid

site, the greater the shift of electron density and the greater the charge build up. This
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a) Coordinated b) Weak Acid Site c) Strong Acid Site

Figure 1-3. Weakening of the phosphorus-oxygen bond. The phosphorus-oxygen bond

of uncoordinated triethylphosphine oxide lengthens upon coordination to an acid site.

Figure l-3b represents coordination to a weak acid site such as a hydrogen bonding site.

Figure l-3c represents bonding to an extremely powerful acid site.

Note: The nature of the phosphorus-oxygen bond in trialkylphosphine oxides is not

understood. " Due to the short length of this bond measured through crystallography and

other means, this bond has been characterized as a double bond. However, calculations

have shown that it is possible to represent the bonding as a single bond with a full

positive charge at the phosphorus and a full negative charge at the oxygen. The work
here can not add to this debate and the choice to show the phosphorus-oxygen bond as a

double bond throughout this dissertation is for clarity only.

shift in electron density causes a change in the chemical shielding factor, a, at the

phosphorus nucleus. The resulting change in the chemical shift can be readily observed

using MAS NMR.

It has been reported that the "^'P chemical shift of triphenylphosphine oxide is

dependent upon the Al-O(P) distance in aluminum coordination complexes. ''^ This bond

distance was noted to decrease with increasing electrophilicity (acidity) of the aluminum

center. While the P-0 bond distance was observed to increase slightly, the correlation to

6^
' P was poor. .

Since each acid catalyzed reaction requires a certain range of acidity, a researcher

can quickly determine what reactions a new solid acid will be suitable for. If the catalyst

causes TEPO to have a small shift in its -"P MAS NMR signal, it will be suited to

perform reactions that require little acidity, such as the dehydration of tertiary butanol to
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isobutene, an important chemical building block. If the shift is large, the catalyst can be

tested with reactions that require much greater acidity, such as the conversion of butane

to octanes, the major component of gasoline. Using the methods described in this

dissertation, a researcher can focus on optimizing the catalyst for a catalytic process, or

attempt to synthesize a new catalyst to perform the desired reaction.

Carbon- 13 Probes of Solid Acids. ;

Several studies of solid acids using carbon- 13 labeled ketones have been reported.

The work of Biaglow et al!^^'^^ and others^' focuses on the perturbation of the chemical

shift of 2- C acetone to simultaneously determine the relative acidity and Bronsted or

Lewis nature of acids sites in HZSM-5 and Faujasites.'"* A chemical shift of about 220

ppm (relative to TMS) was reported to represent acetone adsorbed on the Br0nsted acid

sites of the solids, and slight variations about this shift were taken to indicate changes in

the strength of the hydrogen bond. The stoichiometric adsorption complexes of antimony

pentachloride with the Br0nsted acid sites of zeolite HZSM-5 were studied separately.
^°

The magnitude of the shift in this solid was larger than in clean HZSM-5. The shift was

enhanced due to the coordination of the antimony halide to the oxygen atom at the acid

site similar to the large increase in acidity observed in two component super acids over

either component alone. Treating the solid at 700 K resulted in dealumination of the

zeolite and a larger chemical shift for acetone, approximately the same as measured in a

magic acid solution (249.5 ppm). Additional work on other molecular sieve solids

showed that the chemical shift of acetone in these structures was largely invariant and

that the shift might even be correlated to the size of the cavity of the solids studied."*^ The

change in chemical shift of acetone on silica supported aluminum chloride was used to
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1

assert that the acidity of that solid was greater than HZSM-5.^^ The overall picture for

characterizing acidity with acetone is a cloudy one. Acetone appears to be sensitive to

the strength of the acid site, but the relationship is not well known. It may also be

sensitive to size of the pore the acid site is located within and will have different,

overlapping chemical shift ranges depending on whether it is bound to a Br0nsted or

Lewis site.

Farcasiu et at. and others have developed a scale for Br0nsted acids based on the

difference in shift of the carbons of mesityl oxide (4-methyl-3-petene-2-one) in

solution."-" The P carbon of Mesityl oxide (Figure 1-4) showed a large dependence on

the acidity and polarity of solutions,'''"'^^ but it was less sensitive to the acidity of solid

acids.
^^

Using -^Al and "^Si MAS NMR to Determine the Structure of Molecular Sieves.

Aluminum-27 and Silicon-29 MAS NMR are invaluable tools for studying the

structure of silica/alumina molecular sieve catalysts. ^^ The structures of these catalysts

are a series of tetrahedral silicon atoms linked into regular repeating ring structures of

varying sizes. The substitution of aluminum for a silicon atom (up to a certain limit: there

can be no Al-O-Al linkages in zeolites) results in a change in the chemical shift of the

nearest neighbors and results in the potential for acid sites to exist. A single chemical

shift can be measured for silicon atoms with zero, one, two, three or four adjoining

aluminum centers in theframework and the population of each type of silicon atom can

be obtained from integration.
^^'^^ The bulk silicon/aluminum ratio includes non-

framework aluminum atoms (present predominantly as alumina, AI2O3) and a comparison

of the two ratios can be used to determine the purity of the sample. Additionally, the
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Figure 1-4. Resonance forms of mesityl oxide in Br0nsted acid solutions. The chemical

shift of the a and P of mesityl oxide carbons are both sensitive to protonic media.

extent of dealumination can be measured with "^Al NMR.^°"^^ Aluminum-27 (/ = 5/2,

natural abundance = 100%) is a quadrapolar nucleus, so the spectral lines observed are a

mixture of both quadrapolar coupling and chemical shift of the aluminum centers.^^

Essentially, only two peaks will be observed in the MAS spectra: one due to tetrahedral

framework aluminum and one due to octahedral extra framework alumina (virtually all

non-spherically symmetric ^^Al signals will be lost due to rapid quadrapolar relaxation).^"

The amount of dealuminated material can be determined by comparing the intensity of

each signal. By combining both the "A1 and "^Si MAS NMR of a molecular sieve the

possible ordering schemes of the solid can be derived that show the possible location of

the aluminum atoms in the unit cell." Additionally, Huggins and Ellis showed that

lateral surface diffusion of surface protons on aluminas causes an electric field gradient

that provides an efficient quadrapolar relaxation mechanism resulting in a loss of signal

intensity that increases with surface area.^^

Methods Using 'H MAS NMR

Proton NMR has been used to label the chemical shift of acidic protons on

surfaces. '
" The chemical shift of protons varies tremendously with the type of solid

and whether or not the proton is acidic. A scale based on simulating the static 'H NMR
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of H30'^ relative to the total number of protons at 4K was proposed to distinguish

between the acidic protons from hydrogen bonding protons and non-acidic protons and

rank zeolite acidity
7"'^' The scale that was developed, however, ranked the acidity of

zeolite HZSM-5 lower than both HY and H-Mordenite in contradiction to all other scales

of acidity. Pearson^^ used MAS NMR to identify two different types of protons,

chemisorbed and phyisorbed, on the surface of various transition-aluminas (the different

transitions of alumina can be obtained through heat and pressure treatments). It was also

reported that 83% of the acidic protons can be found in defect sites in the first two layers

of the surface. • '

In addition to labeling the acidic protons in zeolites, Anderson et al^^ utilized the

change in 'H chemical shift of CD3OH to measure the proton donating ability (rather than

the acid strength) of molecular sieves. The origin of the shift is due to the formation of a

strong Br0nsted-alcohol hydrogen bond or the formation of the oxonium ion (CD30H2'').

This change in shift was greatest in HZSM-5 (9.4 ppm) while in silicalite (a non-acidic

isomorph of HZSM-5) the resonance was at 3.8 ppm. Solids with acidities between these

two extremes generally resonated between 4 and 6 ppm. It was clearly demonstrated that

the observed chemical shift was dependent on synthesis technique and silica/aluminum

ratios by using two separate methods for preparing HZSM-5. The two different solids

differed in the 'H chemical shift of adsorbed CD3OH by almost 2.4 ppm!

Summary

A basic description of NMR and the theory behind magic angle spinning can be

found in Appendix I. Chapters 2 and 3 will use MAS NMR to help characterize solid

acidity. Chapter 2 will focus on the use of triethylphosphine oxide to develop a new
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scale to characterize solid acidity. A brief description of the use of other phosphine

chalcogenide probes will also be discussed. The scale developed in Chapter 2 will be

applied to the characterization of a new solid acid in Chapter 5. The location of the acid

sites in the crystalline solid 12-tungstophosphoric acid will be determined with the help

of MAS NMR in Chapter 3

.

Calorimetric Measures of Acidity

The measurement and determination of the acidic properties of solids is of great

interest. Calorimetry is a common method used in the characterization of solid acidity.

As it applies to solid acid characterization, calorimetry can be described as a measure of

the initial and final enthalpy of a free or solvated probe molecule upon adsorbtion onto a

surface. " The enthalpy change of the probe molecule as it adsorbs or desorbs from a

surface causes a measurable change in the temperature of the surroundings. The degree

to which the temperature is changed is dependent upon the strength and type of

interaction of the probe with the surface (Table 1-2). In the case of a basic probe

molecule adsorbing onto a clean (unsolvated) non-acidic surface, only the energy due to

van der Waals forces will be measured. For the same system in the presence of a solvent

the difference in the van der Waals forces due to probe-solid and solvent-solid

interactions can be obtained. However, if the solid is acidic, then the clean solid will

have a enthalpy equal to the sum of the van der Waals forces and the donor-acceptor

forces. In the case of a solvated, acidic solid, the extent to which the van der Waals

forces are measured depends on the difference between the van der Waals forces for the

solvent and probe interacting with the surface.
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Table 1-2. The types offerees measured in calorimetric experiments.

Forces Present

Type of Surface van der Waals Donor-Acceptor ~ Example

Clean Non-Acidic Yes No Carbonaceous Solid

Solvated Non-Acidic Reduced No Wet Graphite

Clean Acidic Yes Yes Aluminum Trichloried

Solvated Acidic Reduced Yes AI2CI6 in alkanes

The measured energetics of adsorption of a probe molecule onto a surface varies

with the technique used. In gas phase adsorption calorimetry the energy measured is the

total of the non-specific van der Waals interaction of the probe with the surface plus the

donor-acceptor interaction of the probe with the acid site.'" The magnitude of the van der

Waals probe-surface interaction can be as high as 40% of the measured enthalpy."

A second type of calorimetry is performed in the presence of a non-participating solvent.

This method of calorimetry is called solution calorimetry if the compound under study is

dissolved in the solvent or slurry calorimetry if the compound is suspended in the solvent.

For slurry calorimetry, the non-specific van der Waals contribution to the enthalpy

measured in gas phase calorimetry is reduced or canceled by the energy required to

displace a solvent molecule from the surface (Figure 1-5)." The complete cancellation of

the van der Waals component relies on the selection of a solvent molecule that is

approximately the same size as the probe molecule, therefore having essentially the same

van der Waals contribution.
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Figure 1-5. Energy diagrams for slurry and gas phase calorimetries. The energetics of
adsorption for a) slurry and b) gas phase calorimetries. The enthalpy observed during

slurry calorimetry is due only to the donor-acceptor interaction of the probe with the

surface. The observed enthalpy from gas phase calorimetry contains both the specific

and non-specific enthalpies of adsorption.

An additional step is often added that measures the amount of base adsorbed.

This addition is especially useful for solids where adsorption is far from complete. It

allows a more accurate description of the acid sites. The method of tracking the amount

of adsorbed probe is generally determined by taking the difference between the amount

of free probe and the total amount of probe in the system as measured through UV or IR

spectroscopy. The Cal-Ad method is an example of such a method.

Cal-Ad combines the data obtained from slurry adsorption calorimetry with a UV

adsorption isotherm.
39,73-83 A least square fit to the data allows a determination of the

number of discrete acid sites and the population, acid strength, and equilibrium constant

for adsorption of the probe for each site. The probe typically used to perform Cal-Ad is
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pyridine dissolved in either n-hexane, cyclohexane, or acetonitrile. Additional

information about the solid can be obtained by varying the probe molecule. For example,

comparing the results of a titration using pyridine with the results of an experiment using

2,6-di(2-methylpropyl) pyridine, a site can be designated as Lewis or Br0nsted in

nature. ' The presence of the 2 methylpropyl arms will prevent the 2,6-di(2-

methylpropyl) pyridine from interacting with a Lewis acid site (Figure 1-6). Many solids

have been successfully characterized by this method, and a Cal-Ad scale of solid acidity

has been proposed. Table (1-3) shows the results from the Cal-Ad experiment for 12-

tungstophosphric acid dissolved in acetonitrile" and slurried in cyclohexane.*'* In both

cases the titrant was pyridine.

The following description of a typical solution or slurry calorimetric experiment

is adapted in part from an article authored by Jose A. Dias, John P. Osegovic and Russell

S. Drago. It is the method followed for all of the calorimetry reported in this

dissertation, and is the general method practiced by the Drago laboratory. As such,

similar descriptions can be found in many publications.^^"" The repetition here is for

completeness.

Samples are weighed (typical sample mass: 1 .0 g) and transferred to an insulated

calorimetric cell with an internal mirrored coating containing a stir bar. For each

titration, 100ml of solvent is added to the cell. A calibrated syringe, filled with a solution

of known concentration of base (e.g., 0. 1 mol L"') is inserted into the cell along with a

thermistor and a heater coil. The thermistor and heater coil are connected to an electronic

bridge and a computer." The completed cell is allowed to reach thermal equilibrium

with the environment. After thermal equilibrium is met, the experiment is begun. The



Figure 1-6. Only Br0nsted sites can be probed by 2,6-di(2-methylpropyl) pyridine. The
alkyl arms on 2,6-di(2-methylpropyl) pyridine (bottom), a slightly stronger base than

pyridine, prevent the formation of an acid-base bond at the Lewis site in this diagram.

Pyridine (top) can freely interact with either site. The Cal-Ad data for each solid would
show one fewer site when titrated with 2,6-di(2-methylpropyI) pyridine.

Table 1-3. The Cal-Ad results for 12-tungstophophoric acid (HPW) in

acetonitrile solution^^ and as a solid slurried in cyclohexane.^''

HPW Dissolved in Acetonitrile Solid HPW in Cyclohexane Slurry

Site -AH Density" K^

(kcal mol') (mmol g"')

-AH

(kcal mol"')

Density" K"

(mmol g"')

1 21.0 0.33 2.1*10' 32.7 0.079 3.7*10''

2 11.8 0.33 2.4*10- 19.6 0.16 2.9*10^

3

a All

18.6 0.33 4.1*10' - -

All of the protons are available for titration in solution; however, only about 25% of the

rotons of solid HPW are available for reaction.

Equilibrium Constant for adsorption. ,
.^
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thermistor is calibrated with the heater coil prior to or immediately after each titration. A

set of 12 calibrated brass stops is used for the additions of the titrant. After each addition

the heat evolved from reaction of the base with the sample is measured. The calorimetric

data generates an isotherm of total heat evolved versus the total moles of base added.

A Current Example of the Application of Calorimetric Methods

In a recent paper," the analysis of the interaction of pyridine with HZSM-5 by the

Cal-Ad method^^ was called into question. A discrepancy of 22.9 kcal mol"' between the

value derived from gas phase adsorption calorimetry and Cal-Ad was believed to be due

to a flaw in the Cal-Ad technique, and Savitz et al}^ concluded that Cal-Ad was

unsuitable for the characterization of the acidity of HZSM-5. Gas-solid calorimetry

(GSC) results were directly compared to the average enthalpy of the two acid sites

described by Cal-Ad without insuring that the two HZSM-5 samples were prepared

identically. The authors had also arrived at the conclusion that there is only one type of

acid site present in HZSM-5 despite a variety of papers that disagree.^^'^"*"^° In their

response to the Savitz article, Webster et al^^ pointed out that they failed to accurately

describe the differences in the experimental procedures and sample preparation methods.

It was shown that several considerations could reduce the discrepancy between

the Cal-Ad and GSC results. The first reduction made originated when accounting for

the change in temperature between the two experiments. The heat absorbed by pyridine

gas, as the temperature of the experiment is changed from 298 K (Cal-Ad is performed at

ambient temperatures) to 473 K (the gas phase calorimetry experiment is performed at

elevated temperatures to ensure homogenous adsorption of the pyridine),"'^" is 4.06 kcal

mol" . Webster et al. assumed that the heat absorbed by the zeolite during the
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temperature increase from 298 K to 473 K canceled the heat released by the zeolite-

pyridine adduct during the temperature reduction from 473 K to 298 K and left this step

out of their consideration.

Reports have shown that there are «-hexane molecules specifically bound to the

acid sites of HZSM-5.^^ Every pyridine that interacts with the acid site must displace a

coordinated /j-hexane.^' The desorption of a sufficient amount of /!-hexane to allow

pyridine to occupy all of the acid sites resulted in a calculated enthalpy of 19.6 kcal mol"'.

Sample preparation procedures for zeolite HZSM-5 directly affect the amount of

heat observed. The sample procedure used by Savitz et al. was not reported; however,

other preparation procedures used by the same group are very mild.^^ Drago et al.^^ used

a very harsh treatment condition designed to emulate the procedures used to prepare

HZSM-5 for industrial use. In their survey of the literature Webster et al. discovered gas

phase heats of adsorption for both n-hexane and pyridine onto HZSM-5 prepared in a

similar manner to the sample used in the Cal-Ad method.*"*'^^ When both the enthalpies

for n-hexane and pyridine adsorption were used in place of the values reported in

Reference 11, the difference between the two measures was reduced to -2.7 kcal mol'.

,

The discrepancy between Savitz et al}^ and Drago et alP is almost certainly due to

differences in the preparation of the solid. A Born-Haber cycle helps to illustrate the

thermodynamic arguments used (Figure 1-7). ,•

Calorimetric methods of characterization are very useful tools for exploring solid

acidity. There are a wide variety of procedures that are available to suit the researchers'

needs. However, due to the extreme dependence on sample preparation and experimental

parameters, care must be taken when comparing the results of two different types of
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Figure 1-7. A Born-Haber cycle relating Cal-Ad to gas phase calorimetry. The Bom-
Haber cycle used to relate the gas phase adsorption of pyridine onto HZSM-5 to the Cal-
Ad experiment. The * on an enthalpy denotes that the value was changed by Webster et

al. from those used by Savitz et al. These values were changed because the new values
were obtained from HZSM-5 samples that were treated in a very similar manner to the

one described by the Cal-Ad method.

experiments. An understanding of slurry calorimetry is all that is necessary to interpret

the enthalpies reported throughout this dissertation.
"'

•

Characterizing solid acidity is important for the further development of

environmentally friendly processes that employ acid catalyst. The work in this

dissertation describes several new solid acids and a new method for their

characterization. The first part of the dissertation will focus on the use of MAS NMR to

describe solid acidity in two ways by 1 ) introducing a new method for using probe
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molecules to measure the acidity of a solid and 2) by assigning locations to the acid sites

in a crystalline solid.

Chapter 2 will describe a new method for qualifying the acidity of solid acids.

This chapter will focus on the use of the phosphorus-31 solid state NMR to measure the

acidity of surfaces. The behavior of the probe molecule on solid acids of all strengths as

well as bases and neutrals will be discussed.

The third chapter will detail the efforts made to characterize the acidity of an

important series of solid acid catalysts. Spectroscopic methods will be combined with

calorimetry to help to understand the behavior of these solids. With the aid of a crystal

structure diagram, the location of the acid sites within the structure will be determined.

In Chapter 4 the relationship between structure and activity will be explored by

comparing the activity of two very similar sulfate catalysts for the production of methyl

r-butyl ether from methanol and r-butanol. This reaction will be shown to be an ideal

model reaction system for monitoring the changes in acidity of a catalyst throughout its

lifetime.

Chapter 5 will focus on the characterization of a new solid acid, silica supported

antimony pentachloride. Calorimetry, activity, and ^'P MAS NMR will be used to

describe this catalyst as a new solid super acid.



CHAPTER 2

A NEW SOLID ACIDITY SCALE

Identifying the total acidity of a solid acid is a complex process, involving the use

of activity tests, calorimetric titrations, and many spectroscopic methods. Magic angle

spinning NMR of chemisorbed basic probe molecules is a very important step in this

characterization process. Probe molecules can be used to classify the acid sites of a solid

as Br0nsted or Lewis in nature and measure relative acidity. To this end, a new scale

based on the chemical shift of the spectral lines of chemisorbed triethylphosphine oxide is

reported here. -

Several NMR probes that have been used to study solid acids including 2-'^C

acetone
,'*^"^'

4-'^C mesityl oxide,""^^ and '^N pyridine.^"^ Unfortunately, due to the .

low population of acid sites on the surface, the low sensitivity of these nuclei requires

either extensive signal averaging or the use of labeled materials. To avoid both of these

problems, a probe molecule including a more sensitive nucleus at or near the basic site is

highly desirable. An ideal replacement probe would contain phosphorus-31. The

gyromagnetic ratio and natural abundance of phosphorus-3 1 is much greater than either

C or N resulting in an order of magnitude increase in the NMR signal that can be

observed. The relative sensitivity of ^'P compared to ''C and '^N at natural abundance is

approximately 700 and 2400 respectively.^^ The very high sensitivity allows for the

23
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detection of small amounts of phosphonas containing compounds adsorbed on the acid

sites of a solid without the use of expensive enriched samples.

Over the past few years, the spectral probe molecule of choice for the study of

solid acids by MAS NMR has been trimethylphosphine."^"^'* Coordination of

trimethylphosphine to an acid site results in a characteristic shift of the spectral line that

depends primarily on the Br0nsted or Lewis nature of the acid site (Figure 2-1). The

similar chemical shift of Lewis bound and physisorbed trimethylphosphine results in

difficulty for using this probe to unambiguously determine the presence and population of

Lewis sites. Despite this shortcoming, trimethylphosphine has been widely used to

determine the total population of Br0nsted sites on a surface. The strong basicity of

phosphines results in the formation of a protonated base upon coordination to any

Br0nsted site. The chemical shift of this characteristic system is about -4 ppm (all ^'P .;.

chemical shifts in this dissertation are referenced to 85% phosphoric acid) and is largely

invariant with the Strength of the acid site.
"

,;

The basicity of trialkylphosphine oxides is on the same order of magnitude as

trimethylphosphine. However, the removal of the phosphorus atom from the base site

leads to a wide range of chemical shifts that vary with the strength of the acid site.'**^ The

most prominently used trialkylphosphine oxides are triethylphosphine oxide (TEPO) and

trimethylphosphine oxide. Both have seen limited use as probes of solid acids.
-^•-^•^'•''''

The most well known use of TEPO is as a probe of solvent acidity. Meyer and Guttman

proposed the Acceptor Number scale based on the chemical shift of TEPO extrapolated to

infinite dilution in an acidic solvent (S^^Pmnnitediiution)-^" Normal hexane was assigned an
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Figure 2-1. The three chemical shifts of adsorbed trimethylphosphine. The chemical
shift of trimethylphosphine a) physisorbed (van der Waals forces only) b) Lewis
chemisorbed and c) Br0nsted chemisorbed.

Acceptor Number value of 0.0 and SbCls was assigned a value of 100. The acceptor

number of any solvent can be determined by using Equation 2- 1 :

^*

Acceptor Number = 2.348*5^'Pinnnue dilution (2-1) j. .

This scale has been criticized for the observation that even neutral and basic solvents can

have significant Acceptor Number values that have been attributed to van der Waals

42
mteractions.

Recently, Rakiewicz et alf"^ characterized the acid sites of amorphous silica-

alumina; zeolties HY, dealuminated HY, and USY; and y-alumina with

trimethylphosphine oxide. They were able to distinguish several acid sites on these

materials, and then measure the population of those sites through spin counting

experiments. It was also reported that this probe could differentiate Lewis and Br0nsted

sites. A small negative shift of the spectral line (compared to physisorbed

trimethylphosphine oxide) on dry y-alumina was observed. This feature disappeared

upon exposure to water. It is known that water destroys the Lewis acid sites of
''\

y-alumina. From these observations, the negative shift was taken to indicate the presence
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of Lewis acid sites. This trend of assigning shift ranges for Lewis or Br0nsted bound

phosphine oxides includes work by Lunsford^' and Baltusis.'^ However, each author has

assigned a different region to the chemical shifts for the Lewis chemisorbed probe.

Triethylphosphine oxide has been previously used only twice for the characterization of

solid acids: to identify two different acid sites on y-aluniina and to identify several acid

sites on zeolite HY.-^-^'''*^ ', * -

The change in position of a spectral line through the chemisorption of a basic

probe molecule onto an acidic site is primarily due to electronic changes in the probe

molecule leading to a change in the local magnetic field about the nucleus/"'^^ Electron

density flows from the base to the acid site (Figure 2-2) upon formation of an adduct

bond with the acid site. Coordination of the phosphoryl oxygen of a trialkylphosphine

oxide creates overlap between the electron deficient orbital on the acid site (LUMO), be it

Br0nsted or Lewis, and one of the orbitals on the oxygen that contains a lone pair of

electrons (HOMO). The resulting adduct bond causes a loss of electron density from the

probe that can be observed by a change in the phosphorus-31 NMR. As the strength of a

Br0nsted acid site is increased, the acid site-probe adduct will begin to resemble an ion

pair. However, once the base is fully protonated (acid site'iH-probe"^) no further change

in chemical shift will be observed by increasing the acidity of the site. Instead, the same

chemical shift will be observed for any stronger acid sites. At a Lewis site, coordination

of a probe will result in the formation of an adduct bond. In the case of a phosphine

oxide, the oxygen atom acts as a bridge between the Lewis site and the phosphorus

center. The strength of the acid site will be directly related to the strength of the adduct
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Figure 2-2. Transfer of electron density from a base to an acid. Overlap of the LUMO on
A (the acid site) with the HOMO of B (the base) results in the formation of a molecular
orbital (BA). The component of B in BA is reduced from B alone and as the strength of
A increases so will its share of the electrons in BA.

bond. At very high acid strength electron transfer may occur forming an ion pair. Again,

no further change in the chemical shift is expected, unless oxygen atom transfer occurs.

Transfer of the oxygen atom will result in an oxidized acid site and the reduction of the

trialkylphosphine oxide to the corresponding trialkylphosphine.

By comparing the shift of a phyisorbed base to that of a chemisorbed base, the

contribution of the van der Waals forces to the chemical shift is reduced or removed."*

The chemical shift of physisorbed TEPO has been observed to be approximately 50 ppm.

By referencing the chemisorbed chemical shift to this value, the relative acidity of a solid

acid site can be measured. The change in the chemical shift of TEPO has an excellent

correlation with calorimetric measurements of acidity except in the case of

12-tungstophosphoric acid {vide infra).

Currently there is debate as to the acid strength of the crystalline solid acid

12-tungstophosphoric acid (HPW). Many reports have been issued with conflicting
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measurements of its acidity. """ HPW is composed of large anions called Keggin units

with a secondary structure composed of H502^ counter ions."^""^ The Keggin unit is

composed of four WjO,. groups called W^ triplets."^ These triplets are linked by shared

corners about a centra! PO4 tetrahedron. The acidity of this solid is believed to come

from the large size of this anion and from the high proton conductivities that spread any

buildup of anionic charge throughout the solid.

For a probe to penetrate the crystalline HPW structure, the lattice must expand.

Evidence of this can be seen by comparing the lattice constants of HPW samples obtained

from X-ray diffraction analysis before and after loading with the base pyridine.
^^•' '^

Expansion of the lattice to incorporate a guest molecule requires energy, reducing the

enthalpy observed by methods based on differential measurements of heats of adsorption

and resulting in a lower estimation of acidity.

Reported in this chapter is new a method for the determination of the global

acidity of a solid acid. Chemisorption of the probe TEPO results in a chemical shift that

is only dependent on the strength of the acid site and not the Br0nsted or Lewis nature of

the site. We discuss the observed static acidity of HPW compared to acidity determined

by calorimetric titration of this solid. The chemical shift behavior of TEPO on solid

neutrals and bases is also discussed.

Experimental

The solid acids and bases were loaded with TEPO by combining a known mass of

1 .0 M TEPO in anhydrous pentane solution with a known mass of the solid. The loading

is determined by the ratio of the moles of TEPO, determined by using a solution density

of 0.679 g ml' and the molar mass of TEPO of 134.16 g mol"', to the mass of the solid.
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For example, a TEPO loading of 0.74 mmol TEPO g"' solid was obtained by combining

approximately 100 mg of the TEPO solution to 200 mg of the solid. A volume of 2 ml of

anhydrous pentane was also added to the samples to facilitate mixing. The slurries were

allowed to equilibrate for twenty to thirty minutes with additional time for the zeolite

samples. The samples were then dried in a vacuum oven maintained at 50°C. Our

preferred method, however, was to individually mix a small mass of TEPO dissolved in

4-5 ml anhydrous pentane with the solid, allowing twenty to thirty minutes for

equilibrium to be established, and then treating the sample in the vacuum oven.

The MAS spectrum of each sample was acquired on either a Varian Unity 500

MHz spectrometer operating at 202.270 MHz or a Bruker Avance 400 MHz spectrometer

operating at 161.976 MHz. Both spectrometers were equipped with Jakobsen style MAS

probes operated at spinning speeds of 4-6 kHz (Unity) or 10-12 kHz (Avance). A simple

one pulse-acquire sequence was employed with a pulse corresponding to the 90° flip

angle of 22 |is (Unity) or 3.0 |is (Avance). A recycle delay of 30 s was found to allow

complete spin lattice relaxation between pulses. The spectra were referenced to an 85%

phosphoric acid external standard.

Preparation of the Solids

Many of the solid acids used in this report were supported on a treated silica gel.

The preparation of this silica gel can be found in Chronister et alJ'^ The preparation

includes washing the silica with aqueous HCl, 30% hydrogen peroxide, and deionized

water followed by a heat treatment. This preparation procedure is believed to increase the

number and strength of silanol sites on the silica surface.^"*
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Silica supported aluminum chloride,"*"^ (silica-gel)nAl'"Cl2, is a strong Br0nsted

acid that was prepared by refluxing the silica gel described above with anhydrous

aluminum chloride in carbon tetrachloride. This solid was prepared and stored under an
-.• ' . f .

inert atmosphere. The antimony (V) analog, (silica-gel)nSb^Cl3, was prepared in an

identical manner, except trichloromethane was used as the solvent.

Silica supported sulfated tungsten oxide, (silica-gel)nW03S03, is also a strong

Br0nsted acid. The preparation of this solid was performed in two steps. The first step

was refluxing tungsten hexachloride with silica gel for 24 hours. The solid was then

collected and dried in a 140 °C oven for one day. The supported tungsten oxide was '

cooled to room temperature and then washed with 1 M sulfuric acid. It was activated at

200 °C in flowing air prior to use.

The sulfated silica gel solid was prepared by washing silica gel with 1 M sulfuric

acid. This solid was activated at 200 °C in flowing air prior to use.
'

The sol-gel sample was prepared by hydrolyzing tetraethyl ortho silicate in the /

'

presence of a catalytic amount of HCl at 80 °C. The resulting gel was crushed and

calcined at 400 °C. This solid was found to have a very small number of weak acid sites.

It had a surface area of approximately 400 m" g''.*^

Zeolites HZSM-5 and H-Mordenite were prepared by ion exchanging the sohds

with 3 M ammonium chloride in deionized water. Both solids were then treated at 400 °C

in flowing air for four hours and then for 12 hours under vacuum. The furnace was then

cooled and filled with dry nitrogen and the samples were taken to an inert atmosphere

glove box where they were stored until used. Zeolite TS-1 was prepared by heating it to
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200 °C in flowing air for two hours, and then in vacuum for twelve. The furnace was

cooled and transferred to the glove box as described above.

The preparation of 12-tungstophosphoric acid will be described in detail in

Chapter 3.

The method of preparing the 1:1 adduct of TEPO with SbCls was similar to one

found in the literature for the preparation of a 1 : 1 adduct of SbCls with

triphenylphosphine oxide. '-° In separate vials 0.124 g of TEPO and 0.276 g SbC^ were

dissolved in hot anhydrous CCI4. After full dissolution, the hot CCI4/TEPO solution was

transferred by syringe to the vial containing the hot CCl^SbCls solution. A clear white

solution formed that contained a brown oil. The oil was extracted by syringe, allowed to

cool, and the CCI4 was evaporated. Both the solution and the oil yielded a white solid

that was stable in air. The oil yielded the bulk of the solid, and this portion was used for

the NMR studies. The same procedure was followed to produce the 1 : 1 adduct of TEPO

with TaCl5 (0.128 g TEPO and 0.309 g TaCb) and the 2: 1 adduct with AhCls (0.305 g

TEPO and 0.155 g AhCU). The 'H MAS NMR of 2:1 TEPO:Al2Cl6 showed only the

ethyl protons.

Results and Discussion

The Acidity Scale

A new solid acidity scale based on the change in the chemical shift of

chemisorbed TEPO has been discovered.'^' This scale is based on the change in ^'P

MAS NMR chemical shift of TEPO from the shift of physisorbed TEPO, a A6 value. The

A5 value is calculated by subtracting the chemical shift of physisorbed TEPO, estimated

as 50.0 ppm, from the chemisorbed chemical shift. The A5 values for all of the solid
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acids measured are reported in Table 2-1. By referencing all the shifts to physisorbed

TEPO the van der Waals forces component of the chemical shift is significantly reduced,

making this an excellent, one parameter measure of the donor-acceptor interaction

between TEPO and the acid site.

Table 2-1. The A5 Scale.

Acid or Adduct AS
(silica-gel)nSb^Cl3 Site 1 66.6

Site 2 48.0

Site 3 36.4

Site 4 22.6

(silica-gel)nAl"'Cl2 52.0

1:1 TEP0:TaC15 51.3'

. :
46.3'

-42.2'-"

41.8"

38'

HPW 45.8

l:lTEP0:SbC15 41.7'^

37.5

Supported Sulfated Turigsten Oxide 41.7

HZSM-5 Site 1

Site 2

39

7

2:1 TEPO:Al2Cl6 36.6

Sulfated Silica Gel 35.9

Tungstic Acid Hydrate Site 1

Site 2

27.6

13.4

H-Mordenite'' 25.6

Silica Gel 6.0

Sol-Gel 4.5

NaCl*6H20 2.7

NaOH -1.2

' Various solids with different acidities.

Identified through the spinning side bands.
^ This is a minor peak with less than 10% of the total intensity.

TEPO can probably only access the large cavities where the weaker of

two acid sites can be found.
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The comparison of the A5 scale to calorimetric measures of acidity results in a

linear relationship (excluding 12-tungstophosphoric acid vide infra). The correlation of

A5 to the Cal-Ad and slurry calorimetry scales in not fortuitous (Figure 2-3). Both

experiments measure the extent of interaction of a basic probe molecule with a solid acid

site. Stronger acid sites will cause greater interactions with the probe, decreasing the

electron density about the central phosphorus atom in TEPO or increasing the enthalpy of

interaction with pyridine. The chemical shift of TEPO will consistently increase with the

acid strength until oxygen atom transfer or full protonation occurs. In the case of oxygen

atom transfer, chemical shifts similar to that expected for triethylphosphine should be

observed. In the case of full protonation, no further increase in the chemical shift will

occur, as the conjugate acid of TEPO, HTEPO"", can no longer easily donate electron

density. ,,,
•;

'

Fitting the points where one acid site was detected resulted in a straight line with

an excellent r value of 0.9855. The correlation of these single points allows us to

assume with a degree of certainty that both the pyridine and TEPO are probing the same

acid sites (i.e., the strongest site detected by pyridine on a particular solid is the same as

the strongest site detected by TEPO). The correlation considering all of the acid sites is

improved slightly over the previous trend: r" = .9862. The use of a second order (or

higher) polynomial results in a better fit (r^ = .9879); however, within experimental error

it cannot be distinguished from a first order fit, leading to a choice of the linear fit.

The derivation of a relationship between the change in chemical shift and enthalpy

of adsorption is not known. However, there are two empirical methods to justify a

relationship between the two values. The first comes from Drago's E and C method.'"^
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Figure 2-3. The correlation between calorimetry and A6. The acids are: sol-gel, a low
acidity silica solid; silica gel, a typical silica gel; HZSM-5 one and two, the acid sites of
zeolite HZSM-5; Sb-1 through Sb-4, the four acid sites of silica supported antimony
pentachloride; S03-SG, sulfuric acid washed silica gel; SgW03S03, silica supported
sulfated tungsten oxide; HPW, 12-tungstophosphoric acid; A1C13, silica supported

aluminum trichloride. The points are enthalpies derived from the Cal-Ad method,
while the are derived from slurry calorimetry alone. The represents 12-

tungstophosporic acid. The line was fit without 12-tungstophosphoric.
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E and C uses two parameters to describe the donor-acceptor interaction between two

molecules (Equation 2-2):
'-^

,

Ax = EaEb -H CaCb - W (2-2)
.

The nature of Ax can be enthalpies of reaction, spectral shifts, or even rate constants. The

first set of parameters, Ea and Eb, represent the electrostatic component of the interaction,

while the second set, Ca and Cb, represent the covalent interaction. The W term accounts

for any barrier that must be overcome to allow the acid and base to interact, such as the

breaking of a dimer. The E and C model indicates that the same factors that lead to an

evolution of an enthalpy of interaction will lead to a proportional change in the spectral

parameters.'"

Literature precedence has established a second link between acidity measured by

enthalpies of interaction and changes in chemical shift. It can be shown that acidity is

proportional to strength of the acid-base bond formed (Equation 2-3): '

'•''2-73.77.94

-AHacid-base °= acid-base bond strength (2-3) .

f;

And that the change of chemical shift of TEPO or 2-'^C acetone in solution is

proportional to the bond strength of the donor-acceptor pair in the solution (Equation 2-

^y 40-42,44,5 1,69

A5"^'P,A6'''Co< acid-base bond Strength (2-4)

These two equations allow the relationship between chemical shift, a spectral parameter,

and enthalpy of interaction, a thermodynamic parameter to be written:

A5-"P, A5'^C oc acid-base bond strength c< -AHacid-base (2-5)

This relationship allows us to look for a correlation between A5 and calorimetry.
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Evidence for the Measurement of Global Acidity

The A5 scale is a global acidity scale^'^-it measures acidity without regard for the

type of acid site the probe is bound to. The total donor-acceptor interaction is the primary

contribution to the observed change in chemical shift. The ^'P MAS NMR spectra of

TEPO on the solid acid (silica geOnSb^Cb (Figure 2-4) demonstrates this phenomenon.

This solid contains four acid sites, at least one of which is a Lewis site as determined by

pyridine adsorption IR.'""* Additionally, the A5 of the four acid sites observed all

correlate with differential heats of pyridine adsorption obtained from slurry calorimetry

(reported in Chapter 5).

, Additional evidence for a global measurement of acidity comes from TEPO

adsorbed on a series of Lewis acids. The spectrum of the adducts formed between TEPO

and tantalum pentachloride (TEPOiTaClj) is presented in Figure 2-5. Each adduct • .

measured (TaCl^, SbCli, AhCle) had a positive A5 at a different chemical shift. The

position of this peak indicates that the Lewis region predicted by Rakiewicz et al!^ (a

small, negative A5) for trimethylphosphine oxide cannot be extended to TEPO. Such

negative A6 values can be shown to be the very weak Lewis acid TEPO interacting with

strong basic sites on the surface (v/cfe m/ra).

By changing the loading of TEPO on TaCls, a new of shift can be observed. The

^^
variation in shift is attributed to the nearest neighbor effect. In samples with less than a

1:1 TEPO: TaCls ratio, induction effects that will increase the acidity of the acid site are

' likely to be observed. Two different loadings of TEPO on TaCls demonstrate this effect

(Table 2-2).
•:'
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Figure 2-4. Phosphorus-3 1 MAS NMR of TEPO on (silica gel)nSb^Cl3. The four acid

sites observed correspond to the four acid sites detected by slurry calorimetry.

Additionally, this solid contains both Lewis and Br0nsted acid sites. One of the proposed
Br0nsted acid sites appears in the inset.
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Figure 2-5. Phosphorus-3 1 MAS NMR of TEPO adsorbed on TaCls. The four lines

observed are each a different solid form of the adduct with different bonding between the

metal and the phosphine oxide. A fifth spectral line can be identified through the

spinning side bands.
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^
Table 2-2. The inductive effect in Lewis haloacids.

Compound Compound Observed Chemical Shift

(ppm)

A6

(ppm)

l:lTEP0:SbCl5 TEP0:SbCl5 87.5 37.5

91.7 41.7

2:1 TEPOiAbCU TEPOiAlCb 86.6 36.6

Various TEPOiTaClj

Crystals

88.0 38

91.8 41.8

1 : 1 TEP0:TaCl5 -92.2 -42.2

96.3 46.3

101.3 51.3

l:10TEPO:TaCl5
TEP0:TaCl5

TEPO:TaCl5-TaCl5

101.6

110.2

51.6

60.2

Static and Differential Measures of Acidity

Chemisorption of a probe molecule results in a static measurement of acidity.

This static interaction is a measurement of the acidity of the site that a molecule

experiences while bound to it. Differential heats of adsorption may indicate a different

acidity than such a static measure depending on the acid under study. The acidity of

12-tungstophosphoric acid has been measured calorimetrically both in solution^^ and in

the solid state (Table 1-3)." Most results indicate that HPW is a powerful solid acid;

however, there is much dispute over the true strength of this solid. The Cal-ad acidity of

the strongest site is 32.7 kcal mol', the expected A5 is therefore 33.6 ppm. The observed
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A6 of HPW, however, is 45.8 ppm (predicted enthalpy of 44.5 kcal mor'), much greater

than the expected value. The A5 scale predicts that HPW is a much stronger acid than

measured by the Cal-ad techniques.

The source of this discrepancy between calorimetry and A5 can be readily

accounted for with an understanding of the nature of the two experiments. The heat

measured from slurry calorimetry is the heat of interaction of the base with the acid site

less the heat required to displace a solvent molecule from the acid site, less the heat

required, in this case, to open up the lattice for the basic probe to enter (Figure 2-6). The

heat of interaction of the base with the acid site contains contribution from both donor-

acceptor interactions and van der Waals forces. It can be shown that with the correct

choice of basic probe and solvent, the van der Waals component can be removed from the

measured enthalpy by the displacement of the solvent molecule.^^'"^

The reduction of the measured enthalpy by opening the lattice cannot be

accounted for without a measure of the lattice energy of the initial and final states. The

reduction of the exothermic energy by the opening of the lattice will lower the estimate of

the acidity of the solid by the amount of energy required to open the lattice. The initial

adsorption of TEPO contains all of these energetic steps, but the measure of the acidity by

" P MAS NMR occurs after all of these processes have been completed. The A6 is a

measure of the static interaction of TEPO with the acid site after the lattice is opened and

the molecule is fully adsorbed at the site. The difference between the enthalpy estimated

from the change in chemical shift of TEPO and the enthalpy measured by the Cal-Ad

method leads to an estimated energy of 11 .8 kcal mol"' required to open the HPW lattice

to include a pyridine sized molecule
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Figure 2-6. A comparison of two different methods of measuring solid acidity. The top

scheme demonstrates the energy changes measured during differential calorimetry of 12-

tunsgstophosporic acid (HPW) with pyridine. The first step is the endothermic opening of

the lattice to accommodate the probe molecule. The second step is the exothermic

enthalpy for adsorption of the probe. The total energy measured is the sum of both these

steps. The lower scheme is for the measurement of the chemical shift of chemisorbed
triethylphosphine oxide. Only the interaction between the probe and the acid site is

measured.
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Triethylphosphine Oxide in Zeolites

Previous measurements of trimethylphosphine oxide in zeolites HY and

dealuminated HY have been carried out by Zalewski et al?~ and Rakiewicz et a/.'^and of

zeolite USY by Rakiewicz et al. They report that the shift observed is very sensitive to

the type of acid site to which the probe is adsorbed. We extend their observations of

phosphine oxide behavior to include the measurement of zeolites HZSM-5 and H-

Mordenite with TEPO and zeolite TS-1 with trimethylphosphine oxide.

The ^'P MAS NMR spectrum of 0. 1 mmol g ' TEPO on zeolite HZSM-5

demonstrates the presence of two acid sites. The structure of HZSM-5 is large enough to

allow complete penetration by the probe into the large chambers and channels;'"^

however, a significant amount of time is required to allow TEPO to penetrate the pores of

the zeolite. The first acid site is a low population strong site that has been assigned as a

Br0nsted site through pyridine IR adsorption and Cal-Ad." The second site has been

shown to be a weaker hydrogen bonding site of significantly larger population. The

acidity determined for these two sites are in good agreement with results from

calorimetric measurements (Table 2-3).

The spectra of TEPO adsorbed on H-Mordenite shows the presence of only one

acid site. The A5 value for this moderate strength site is 25 ppm. It is probable that

TEPO cannot penetrate the small channels of H-Mordenite where additional acid sites are

believed to exist.

Zeolite TS-1 is a very weakly acidic zeolite.^' The acidity of TS-1 arises from

defect sites resulting in tricoordinate Ti''"'. The acidity of this solid was measured with

trimethylphosphine oxide. Two overlapping spectral lines were observed (Figure 2-7).
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Table 2-3. The Cal-Ad and AS results for HZSM-5.^°

Site 1 Site 2

-AHave(kcalmor')

K

A5 (ppm)

42.1 ±0.8

Population (mmol g ) 0.0415 ±0.0057

4.9 ±2.3*10''

39

8.6 ±3.8

0.53 ±0.01

2.3 ±2.0*10^

7
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Figure 2-7. Phosphorus-3 1 MAS NMR of trimethylphosphine oxide on zeolite TS-1. The
peak at about 30 ppm corresponds to physisorbed trimethylphosphine oxide.
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From limited studies of the behavior of trimethylphosphine oxide on solid acids (Figure

2-8), the change in the chemical shift of trimethylphosphine oxide can be roughly

compared to the A5 values for TEPO but with a chemical shift for the physisorbed probe

of -30-34 ppm. This assumption leads to the conclusion that the acidity of TS-1 is very

mild, and arises from titanium sites scattered throughout the structure (there are twelve

different types of titanium centers in TS-1) and possibly from surface silanols.

Interaction of Triethylphosphine Oxide with Solid Bases

The adsorption of a large amount of TEPO onto a strong, basic solid results in a

small negative A5 shift (Table 2-4). The shift is only observed at very high loadings. It is

Table 2-4. The A5 value of TEPO on several bases. ,

System A5 (ppm)

NaOH -1.36

KOH
-0.90

-1.66

CaO
-0.56

-1.63

y-alumina -1.35

believed that the cause of the shift is an acid base interaction between the TEPO and the

basic sites of the solid. In this case, TEPO is acting as a very weak acid and accepting a

small amount of electron density from the basic site (Figure 2-9). A similar result is
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Figure 2-8. The chemisorbed chemical shift of trimethylphosphine oxide compared to

calorimetric measures of acidity. The two chemical shifts of trimethylphosphine oxide

interacting with zeolite TS-1 (represented by) were averaged together to estimate the

shift of the acid site found by Cal-Ad for this solid. The Cal-Ad method cannot separate

two sites that have similar acidity. The chemical shifts reported by Rakiewicz et al. (54)

for zeolite HY were used for this solid.

reported for trimethylphosphine oxide adsorbed on y-alumina,'*'' although the shift was

attributed to adsorption onto a Lewis acid site. Upon exposure to water, the resonance

observed in Rakiewicz et al. disappeared. Exposure to water destroys the Lewis acid

sites of y-alumina, as reported, but will also greatly diminish the basicity of the solid.

Figure 2-10 is the spectrum of TEPO adsorbed on potassium hydroxide.

The Use of Trimethylphosphine Selenide to Explore Solid Acidity

The use of trimethylphosphine selenide (TMPSe) to measure solid acidity was

explored. It was hoped that both the ^'P and ^^Se chemical shift information could be
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H

Potassium

Hydroxide

Figure 2-9. A MO diagram for the acid TEPO interacting with KOH. The negative A5
observed for TEPO adsorbed on the solids y-alumina, potassium hydroxide, calcium

hydroxide, and sodium hydroxide to be representative of an interaction with a basic site.

^rWMv-'^W'irWLAVVl^A-/AAA^' V^^'^^vW^A>/\A-W'/l/VV'^\

Figure 2-10. Phosphorus-3 1 MAS NMR of TEPO on potassium hydroxide. The small

peak at around 48.5 ppm represents TEPO interacting with a basic site.
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obtained from one probe molecule. However, the solid was unstable, decomposing at

various rates depending on the components of the solid it was adsorbed on producing an

insidious fine red powder (polymeric selenium?) and a stench (trimethylphosphine). All

attempts to measure solids with any sulfur content failed due to exchange of the selenium

with the sulfur moiety of the acid. The use of TMPSe must be restricted to solids without

sulfur, and serves only to detect the presence of acidity, not as a measure of acid strength.

The coupling constants of physisorbed TMPSe may be a measure of the surface polarity,

and further research into this phenomenon would help to improve understanding of the

physiochemical properties of surfaces.

The chemical shift of TMPSe chemisorbed on a solid appears to be limited to one

shift at about 30 ppm. However, chemical shifts from the decomposition products

(trimethylphosphine and trimethylphosphine oxide) can be observed (Figure 2-11).

Information can be gained from the study of the coupling constant, J(^'P-"Se), of

physisorbed TMPSe. The coupling constant is very sensitive to the distance between the

coupled nuclei. Polarization of the phosphorus-selenium bond will lead to small changes

in the bond length that will be observable in the change of J(^'P-"Se). Since the coupling

constants varied with the adsorbent (Table 2-5), they may prove useful as a measure of

the polarity of a surface.

Conclusions

The basic probe molecule triethylphosphine oxide is capable of measuring the

acidity of solid acids using simple one pulse ^'P MAS NMR. The shift of TEPO has been

shown to correlate well with acidities measured with Cal-ad or slurry calorimetry. The

nature of the acid site, as Lewis or Br0nsted, does not affect the shift of TEPO. The value
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Figure 2-11. The -^ P MAS spectrum of TMPSe on tungstic acid (H2WO4). The peaks at

51, 58 and 72 ppm are decomposition products. The spinning side bands are at -60 ppm
and 88 ppm. The peak at 14 ppm is assigned to physisorbed TMPSe and shows coupling

to '''Se (J = 662 Hz).

Table 2-5. The coupling constants (J -'P-"Se) of TMPSe physisorbed on solids

Solid J (^'P-"Se)

Crystallized TMPSe

Silica Gel

638 Hz

644 Hz

HZSM-5

Tungstic acid (H2WO4)

646 Hz

662 Hz
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of measuring acidity through several techniques has been demonstrated by a comparison

of the acidity measured by differential heats of adsorption to the static method involving

^'P NMR to determine a "lattice penetration" energy for pyridine into HPW. Reports of a

Lewis acid region observed for TMPO have been shown to be inappropriate for TEPO.

Small, negative A5 values have been demonstrated to be interactions with basic sites.

Overall, this is a powerful, accurate and fast tool for characterizing and exploring solid

acidity. .

Triethylphosphine oxide is an ideal probe for the measurement of the global

acidity of solid acids. It is capable of identifying different strength acid sites on the

surface. However, simple one pulse experiments are incapable of identifying the nature

of the acid site. TEPO lacks the chemical shift ranges dependent upon the nature of the

acid site observed for TMP. It has been demonstrated elsewhere'*'* that the population of

acid sites can be determined with phosphine oxides. The combination of all of these

traits makes phosphine oxides ideal for the characterization of solid acids.



CHAPTER 3

THE EFFECTS OF PROTON EXCHANGE ON
12-TUNGSTOPHOSPHORIC ACID AND ITS DERFVATD/ES

Interest in heteropoly acid catalysts has been raised by their interesting results in

laboratory scale work and their industrial applications. Their use as homogeneous and

heterogeneous catalysts for redox and acid catalyzed reactions have been extensively

reviewed.'^'^^^"'^^ Promising use of heteropoly acids in the synthesis of fine chemicals

and for biological applications has extended the range of use of these acids.

The crystal structure of 12-tungstophosphoric acid (HPW) hexahydrate has been

determined by X-ray"^'""* and neutron diffraction'^^ analysis. The Keggin anion is

highly symmetrical and can be considered a tetrahedron about the central PO4 group.

The central phosphate is surrounded by twelve WOe octahedra. These octahedra are

arranged in four groups of three edge-shared W3O13 groups called W3 triads (Figure 3-

1)."^ The Keggin anions are close packed on a body centered lattice with the central

anion turned 90 degrees to its eight neighbors. The counter ions to the -3 charge on each

Keggin ion ofHPW are H5O2'" located in the tetrahedral vertices. Extensive dehydration

will leave a proton in the same position as the H5O2 ion.

An additional feature of the solid HPW hydrates are their high proton

conductivities. The proton conduction in solid HPW is comparable to the proton

conduction of water. The low activation energy for conduction is attributed to the

location of waters of crystalhzation and hydrated protons in the interstices of the large,

50
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Figure 3-1. The structure of the Keggin anion. This particular Keggin ion, PW12O40 has
a negative 3 charge.

globular anions. " The high mobility of the proton is thought to increase the acidity

of this compound by distributing any anionic charge built up throughout the solid (Figure

3-2). The catalytic properties of this solid can be tailored at atomic and molecular levels

by exchanging the hydrated protons with other cations. Changing the counter cation

modifies the properties of the heteropoly acid and can result in a change in both structure

and activity.

Recently, CSXH3.XPW12O40 derivatives (abbreviated as Cs^Hi.J'W) have gained

attention because of their claimed super acidity and shape-selectivity in alkylations

reactions.
'^^""*°

Unlike HPW, the CsxHa-xPW salts have limited solubility in water or

organic solvents and are used exclusively as heterogeneous catalysts. The cesium salts

? .

.
" •*

;
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Figure 3-2. Delocalization of charge in 12-tungstophosphoric acid. Abstraction of a

proton by a base results in a negative charge that is distributed throughout the solid by
proton conduction.

,

show higher catalytic activity and higher thermal stability in some reactions than

HPW. The cesium salts are thought to have a similar structural motif as HPW.

The structure of CS3PW is the same as HPW but with Cs"" in place of the H5O2''

groups and larger lattice constants from the larger spaces between Keggin units. The

structure of the other CsxH3.xPW compounds is not completely established. The

proposed structures of cesium complexes with x<3 are reported to be mixtures of HPW

and CSxH3_xPW. A study of the precipitates from the titration of HPW with CS2CO3

concluded that in the range of 0<x<2 the solid is mainly a mixture of HPW and

Cs2HPW.'''^ Compounds prepared in the range of 2<x<3 are mixtures of CS3PW and

HPW, although Cs2.5H0.5PW is considered to be a mixture of CS2HPW and CsaPW.

Reported XRD patterns for CsxH3.xPW (x = 0, 1, 2, and 3)"*^ claim that CSH2PW is a

mixture of HPW and CS2HPW which is transformed into a nearly homogeneous acidic

:i r^-
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salt after thermal treatment of the precipitate at 300 °C. The lattice constants for those

cesium salts indicate all of them belong to cubic systems.''^'

The cesium salts were studied by ""P NMR.^^ Each loading of cesium has been

found to have a distinct MAS NMR spectrum. Literature reports that the -"P spectrum of

CsiHPW is composed of four peaks, which were interpreted as a mixture of four species

(x = 0, 1,2, and 3). Results for Cs2.5H0.5PW also claim that this compound is a mixture

of CS2HPW and CS3PW. Supported HPW on CS3PW presents the same ^'P spectrum as

Cs2.5H0.5PW, indicating in homogenous exchange between H"^ and Cs* during the

heating process. In those studies''*'"''*^ the cesium derivatives were prepared similarly,

although the thermal treatment before analysis of the solids was not always the same.

The location of the pyridine binding sites in HPW will be identified. Pyridine

will be shown to be incapable of completely penetrating the solid, but that it can cause

the widening of certain crystalline layers allowing for an interaction with various protons

in the structure. The effect of cation exchange on the phosphorus-3 1 chemical shift of the

cesium salts will be reported.

Experimental

Materials Preparation

The solids studies were prepared by Jose A. Dias,^^ but since the method of

preparation is of critical importance the relevant experimental steps will be summarized

here. Elemental analysis of the HPW (Aldrich) revealed 16 moles of water per mole of

HPW, therefore a drying procedure is required to obtain the hexahydrate. The drying

procedure was to heat the solid at 160 °C for 4 hours under vacuum. It has been shown

that heating HPW at that temperature yields the anhydrous acid.^^
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Spectral Analysis , ,. \. •• •

The - P MAS NMR spectra of the solids were taken on a Varian Unity 500 NMR

operating at 202.264 MHz. The magic angle was tuned using K^'^Br. A recycle delay of

2 seconds was used. The acquisition time was set to 0.02 ms. Signals were indirectly

referenced to 85% phosphoric acid. At least ten minutes of signal averaging were

allowed for all spectra. •

Calorimetric Titrations and Adsorption Measurements

Jose A. Dias performed all calorimetric titrations. The methods he used can be

found in his dissertation^' or in Reference 83, a paper co-written by this author. The

calorimetric data is instrumental in the data analysis presented in this chapter, particularly

for HPW. The exact experimental procedure does not differ significantly from the

calorimetric procedure presented in Chapter 1 . Cyclohexane was chosen as the solvent to

make the slurry because it is a non-interacting solvent in which the solids are insoluble.

Time dependent UV adsorption experiments were performed to insure that equilibrium of

the pyridine with HPW was achieved in the time scale of the calorimetric titration.

Results and Discussion

Spectroscopic Results of ^'P MAS NMR and XRD for HPW and CsvHj^PW

• - The ^'P MAS NMR spectra of HPW and several Py-HPW species with different

ratios of pyridine to the total number of acid sites were obtained. The spectrum of

anhydrous HPW shows a single peak at - 1 2.0 ppm (Figure 3-3), corresponding to

literature values of -10.9 ppm,'**' -12.4 ppm,"" and -11.1 ppm.^* The product spectrum

of the first two sites titrated with pyridine, 1 .04:0.24 mol ratio of HPW to pyridine, gives

only a single resonance at -17.5 ppm (Figure 3-4), which changes to -16.5 ppm upon
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Figure 3-3. The ^'P MAS NMR of 12-tungstophosphoric acid. There is only one peak
(-12.0 ppm), the other peaks are spinning side bands.

exposure to water. Proton conduction acts to distribute the anionic charge throughout the

structure, making the electron density on all the Keggin units similar on the time scale of

the NMR experiment. Spectra of 1 .04:0.08 and 1 .04:0. 1 2 mole ratio of HPW to pyridine

also show a single peak at -17.5 ppm providing further evidence that the protons are

mobile in the structure.

Exchange of protons for less acidic cesium atoms causes a small increase in the

electronic density at the phosphorus core. The resulting increase in electron density can

be observed in the ^'P MAS NMR of the solids CSxHa.xPW (x=0, 0.9, 1 .8, 2.4, 2.7). Each
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Figure 3-4. The ^'P MAS NMR of 0.24 mmol pyridine on 1 gram of

12-tungstophosphoric acid.

spectrum shows a single peak that shifts to lower field going from HPW to CS3PW. The

presence of only one narrow peak in the NMR, unlike the reported literature results,''"

demonstrates that the method of preparation produces homogenous compounds.

The chemical shift of the cesium salts changes regularly with increasing cesium

substitution (Figure 3-5). The shift is due to the increasing electron density on the

Keggin units due to the greater charge separation afforded by the larger cesium cations.

In essence, the cesium cations hold a larger portion of a positive charge than the solvated

protons, allowing for a greater negative charge to build up on the Keggin units. The

result of this buildup can be observed through the shielding of the phosphorus atoms.

Increasing the amount of cesium in the structure results in a gradual decrease in the

chemical shift.
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Figure 3-5. The chemical shift of the central phosphate changes with cesium loading.

The data can be fit by a second order (or higher) polynomial indicating that there are at

least two factors which influence the chemical shift (vide infra).

Locating the Acid Sites in the HPW Crystal Structure

The XRD spectra of HPW gives a pattern similar to that reported in the

literature."^ The main peaks, related to the strongest reflections, are present at 20 =

10.4°, 25.4°, and 33.5° (Figure 3-6). The broader peaks indicate loss of crystallinity, as

reported for HPW dried at different conditions.'°^'^^ The XRD from the reaction of 1.04

mmol of HPW with 0.24 mmol of pyridine shows a few new peaks (Figure 3-7). The

most intense peak at 26 = 10.4° splits up into two less intense shoulders at 20 = 10.30°

and 10.52°. Two new reflections at 20 = 9.27° and 9.98° are present in the powder

pattern. These smaller angle reflections indicate a larger d-spacing in the unit cell to

accommodate the pyridine molecules attached to the protons. Other reflections shifted

slightly with significant changes in intensity. No large-scale change was observed in the
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adsorbed per acid site. The smaller 26 values compared to pure HPW indicate an

expansion of the lattice.
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XRD pattern when enough pyridine was adsorbed onto HPW to account for all of the

strong acid sites determined by Cal-Ad.*''

The Cal-Ad results for HPW^'' (reported previously in Table 1-3) demonstrate that

the heat evolved from adsorption of pyridine indicates that only a fraction of the 1 .04

mmol of protons in one gram of HPW are titrated. After 0.24 mmol of pyridine was

added (about 24% of the moles of protons in a gram of solid), heat evolution essentially

stopped along with the adsorption of pyridine by the solid. The number of surface

protons reported for solid HPW is 0.008 mmol g"'.''*'^ This value can also be calculated

by assuming that the Keggin ions are spherical and that the surface area is 5 m~ g~'

(calculated 0.0079 mmol surface sites per gram HPW). Thus, in addition to reacting with

the surface protons, pyridine also penetrates into regions of the solid. This result is

consistent with Misono'^' who reports that the adsorption of polar molecules by HPW

leads to catalytic reactions in the bulk of the crystal as well as on the surface. This

behavior is analogous to a concentrated solution and is described as a pseudoliquid

phase where non-polar molecules are not absorbed.

In order to make sure that the incomplete reaction was not caused by forming a

layer of product on the surface that could not be penetrated by pyridine, the sample was

ground to finer particles inside an inert atmosphere box and titrated with pyridine. ^^ An

identical isotherm was produced demonstrating that diffusion due to restrictions of

particle size is not a problem, and suggesting that pyridine was not able to access certain

protons.

.In the tertiary structure, the protons are located at the center of each edge and

face, while the Keggin anions are arranged in a cubic body centered manner. The unit
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cell (Figure 3-8) consists of a total of two anions (8 anions centered on the vertices and 1

anion in the center of the cube) and six protons (6 positioned on the center of the faces

and 12 at the edges). The ratio of anions to protons (2:6) corresponds to the naolecular

formula. The Cal-Ad results suggest that the total number of protons titrated (0.24 mmol

per gram) could be assigned to the number of protons in every even plane of the lattice

(EOO). The Cal-Ad determined first site would be the face-centered proton,

corresponding to about 8% of the total protons in the cell. Summing over all the face

protons in the even planes in one gram of HPW would yield 0.08 mmol of protons for

this site (Figure 3-9). The second site closely corresponds to the edge protons in this

plane (Figure 3-10). These edge protons represent 16% of the protons of each unit cell.

Again, summing over all the edge protons in the even planes in one gram of HPW would

yield 0. 16 mmol of sites. Both the individual components and the total number of moles

determined in this manner correspond with the Cal-ad results of ni= 0.08 mmol g"' and

n2= 0.16 mmol g'' (Table 3-1).

Table 3-1. Comparison of the Cal-ad site populations to the position of the

protons in the crystal structure of HPW.

Site One (mmol g~')*

Site Two (mmol g~')^

Bulk Crystal" Even Planes'' (EOO) Cal-ad Population*^

0.35 0.08 0.079 ±0.002

0.69 0.16 0.16 ±0.05

a. Site one for the Bulk Crystal and the Even Planes are the face centered protons. Site

two represents the edge protons.

b. To convert from mmol site (gram HPW)"' to mmol site (mmol HPW)"' multiply each

value by 2.880 g mmol"' HPW.
c. The units for Cal-ad Population are the number of acid site of a particular type that

interact with the probe molecule pyridine for an average gram of material (from

Reference 83).
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Figure 3-8. A representation of the unit cell of 12-tungstophosphoric acid. The shaded

spheres represent the Keggin anions.
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Figure 3-9. A representation of site one for pyridine titration of HPW. Pyridine can only

interact with the face protons of every even lattice plane.

Figure 3-10. A representation of fully titrated HPW. The site two protons are all the

edge protons in the even planes.
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The assignment of the protons that can react with pyridine to the faces and edges

of the unit cell account for the two sites found in the titration of HPW. The unit cell of

this preparation is thought to be identical to that of the hexahydrate, bcc. Pyridine

initially reacts with one of the six available face protons, producing site 1 of the titration.

With one equivalent of pyridine attached to the structure, additional pyridine is in effect

titrating (CsHsKHf H^PW. The second site has a lower enthalpy, AH2= -19.6 kcal

mol" but a higher site density. Considering the fraction that each proton shares in the

unit cell, the ratio of face protons to edge protons (1:2) titrated by pyridine gives the Cal-

Ad ratio of ni to nj (1 :2). The lower enthalpy for site two is probably due to a loss or

lowering of the proton conduction due to the nearby pyridinium cation. The sum of the

«i and «2 value from Cal-Ad, 0.24 mmol g"', confirms that protons have reacted and are

located inside the solid as well as on the surface.

The chemical interaction of the probe molecule with the solid is of great

importance. In studies conducted using microcalorimetry of gaseous ammonia

adsorption,
'°^"'°^

all of the protons in HPW were observed to react. The complete

penetration of ammonia into HPW can be attributed to its small size. The HPW lattice

will not have to be distorted for an ammonia molecule to enter and displace a water

molecule from the HjOo"^ cations. Additionally, the stronger basicity of ammonia will

help to drive the reaction to completion.

Homogeneitv of Cesium Distribution in Cesium-HPW Salts

Literature reports have shown that the cesium salts of HPW are mixtures of HPW

with CS3PW. Phosphorus-3 1 MAS NMR has shown multiple peaks indicating the

complex nature of the precipitated, uncalcined solids. However, a thermal treatment

m&.:.-'.:
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process developed in the Drago lab can be shown to produce a homogenous distribution

of the cesium ions throughout the structure.
'

i For CSH2PW only 3% of the available protons in the solid are titrated which is

lower than the 247o titrated for HPW. Coupled with the ^'P NMR (Figure 3-11) results

which lacks a peak for HPW, it can be concluded that the surface is coated with cesium

ions which prevent access to most of the protons in the solid. However, the bulk solid

has a regular substitution of cesium ions for protons. The location of the pyridine binding

sites in this solid, nor for any of the other cesium salts, can be determined as for HPW.

The blocking of the surface by the cesium ions prevents even penetration of the pyridine

into the structure.

The ^'P MAS NMR spectrum of CS2HPW (Figure 3-12) has only one signal that

is at a different chemical shift from pure HPW. This indicates that the bulk solid has a

homogenous distribution of cesium ions. A previous report found that CS2HPW was a

mixture of four different species of CsxHa.xPW (x= 0, 1, 2, and 3).''*' The preparation of

this salt in aqueous solution might generate a series of equilibria in solution involving up

to four different species, and when the solid precipitates all four species are present in the

solid. After thermal treatment the solvated protons and the cesium ions are completely

homogenized into the solid CsaHPW structure.

Like CsaHPW, solid Cs2.5H0.5PW is reported to be a mixture of two compounds:

Cs2HPWandCs3PW.''*' Our results from ^'P MAS NMR (Figure 3-13) again

demonstrate that a thermal treatment results in a homogenous solid. Neither a spectral

line for CS2HPW or CS3PW (Figure 3-14) was observed. .
'.
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Figure 3-11. The ^'P MAS NMR spectrum of CSH2PW. The peak at 14.9 ppm is the

isotropic peak while the other peaks are spinning side bands.

Figure 3-12. The ^'P MAS NMR spectrum of CS2HPW. The signal near -20 ppm is the

transmitter signal.
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Figure 3-13. The "P MAS NMR spectrum of Cs2.5H0.5PW.

tV/AV>v>i-^,U4'^.i,w^V^|\^,«>v,v|^V^^w^» 1^^^ \^ ,n,f.'ir^iff^fj<Uf^'^K'^'^^^y^-'^MM,^^^

m «« SI <i 21 -tt -41 -n -«» -m -iji

Figure 13-14. The ^'P MAS NMR spectrum of CS3PW. The line at -20 ppm is the

transmitter spike. s .
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The single chemical shift observed for each solid indicates that thermal treatment

results in a homogenous distribution of the cesium units throughout the solid. The

change in chemical shift is probably due to a combination of electronic effects

concomitant with cesium substitution and changes in the surface area, and hence the

space between the Keggin anions (Table 3-2).

Table 3-2. The chemical shift of cesium salts of HPW.

Number of Cesiums" Surface Area (m" g"') 5^'P(ppm)

HPW 5 12.05

CsH.PW .9 '1 "'"''
..r. 12.5

CS2HPW 1.8 63 14.9

Cs2.5H0.5PW 2.2 119 15.5

CS3PW 2.7 72 17.0

Determined from ICP-MS

Conclusions

Spectroscopic methods have led to a better understanding of the behavior of HPW

and its cesium salts. For HPW, the large number of sites (0.24 mmol g"') found by

titration with pyridine compared to the number of surface protons (0.008 mmol g"')

demonstrates penetration of the solid by pyridine. XRD results confirm the opening of

the lattice as pyridine absorbs on sites 1 and 2 of solid HPW. By comparing the Cal-Ad

results to the crystal structure of HPW, the limitation that pyridine can only interact with

every other plane of the HPW lattice was discovered. The proper thermal treatment of

..^...^-'.j
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the cesium derivatives was found to result in a homogenous solid as determined by ^'P

MAS NMR, in conflict with literature reports. The change in the isotropic ^'P chemical

shift with increasing cesium loading is probably due to a combination of electronic and

structural changes due to the large size of this counter cation.

^r-.



CHAPTER 4

THE ACIDITY AND ACTIVITY OF TWO SULFATED SILICA GELS

The activity of a solid acid catalyst is proportional to its acidity.^''*^"'^^ A more

acidic solid is generally able to catalyze a reaction faster than a weaker solid or at a lower

temperature. However, there is a minimum acidity that is necessary to drive any catalytic

pathway. For the production of methyl ?-butyl ether (MTBE) from methanol (MeOH)

and /-butanol an acid which is both capable of dehydrating f-butanol to isobutene and

then alkylating it with methanol is necessary.''*^ Until, recently, MTBE was considered a

safe oxygenate to help increase the octane number of automobile fuel.'"'^" The

dehydration of tertiary butanol occurs on fairly weak acids with the coupling reaction to

MTBE occurring under more rigorous conditions. The dehydrative coupling of two

methanols to form dimethyl ether occurs under very acidic conditions. This reaction

system gives an ideal handle for an activity test measure of acidity. A stream of

methanol and r-butanol can be exposed to a surface and the products can be utilized to

measure the current acidity of the solid (Figure 4-
1 ). If the products are monitored as a

function of time, then the acidic lifecycle of a catalyst can be determined.

The reaction mechanism for the production of MTBE (Figure 4-2) starts with the

dehydration of r-butanol to isobutene.''*^ The isobutene can then be protonated to form the

/-butyl cation, and the electrophilic central carbon is then attacked by a MeOH. Loss of a

proton returns the acid site to the initial condition and allows the MTBE to diffuse

69
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Reactor

CH3OH + (CH3)3COH

Strong Acid

Moderate Acid

Weak Acid

Unique Products

CH3-O-CH3 + H2O

(CH3)3COCH3 + H.O

(CH3)2C=CH2 + H2O

Figure 4-1. The effect of solid acidity on the reaction of tertiary butanol with methanol.
Strong acids can catalyze the formation of dimethyl ether, while moderate strength solids

produce MTBE, and the weakest solid can only dehydrate r-butanol.

H

-O + H-Acid

H.C

Net Reaction:

-H-Acid

,CH3

-o ©

H

H3C O

H

+ H2O

+ Acid"

XH3
-O' + H,0

Figure 4-2. The mechanism for the catalytic production of MTBE from methanol and
r-butanol.
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away. The production of dimethyl ether is the most prominent side reaction.'* The

mechanism for this dehydration reaction is very similar to the production of MTBE;

however, there is no initial dehydration step. The first step is the protonation of the

methanol to form an oxonium ion (Figure 4-3). The oxonium ion is intimately associated

with the acid site. A second methanol can then approach and in a concerted reaction a

water molecule is produced and the ether linkage is formed. Transfer of a proton back to

the acid site allows the dimethyl ether to diffuse away from the surface.

The current process for the synthesis of MTBE is the alkylation of isobutene by

methanol carried out over a sulfonic acid resin, Amberlyst 15.'^° Tertiary butanol cannot

be used in place of isobutene with this system as the water produced reduces the acidity

of the solid (requiring higher temperatures) and eventually leads to deactivation of the

surface and corrosion of the reactor.^ An efficient process for producing MTBE from

alcohol feed stock was devised by Nicolaides et al.
''*^

Nicolaides et al. used isobutyl

alcohol in their feed in stead of r-butanol or isobutene. Due to the association of the

protonated isobutyl alcohol with the acid site, the methanol was forced to attack the

primary carbon producing methyl isobutyl ether (MBE), an undesirable product. It was

discovered that two separate catalyst beds were necessary to produce MTBE from this

system. If the isobutanol is first dehydrated to isobutene over one catalyst and then

alkylated with methanol by a second, the primary product was MTBE. The shift in

product specificity is due to the location of the carbocation of isobutene at the central

carbon. Methanol attack at the central carbon results in production of MTBE (Figure 4-

.4). -

•,:.:'
'
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+ H3C 0,

H3C.

®0 H Acid" + H.O

H3C

H3C CHq

Net Reaction: 2

\ H3C—

o

H----Acid"

,0 H

H3C

H3C

®,0 H

Acid'

H3C—

o

-^ H3C^°^CH3 + "=0

Figure 4-3. The reaction mechanism for the production of dimethyl ether from methanol.

Isobutyl Alcohol

CH3 H

Acid' H

o. _ ,0-

H
I

H

CH

H3C \^ CH3

H3C,

H3C
/
CH-

/
-CH2

-CH3

Methyl Isobutyl Ether

r-Butyl Cation

H3C CH3

\ ©I

H3C CH.

CHa
,CH.

H3C- -o

CH3

Methyl f-Butyl Ether

Figure 4-4. The transition states for ether production. The position of the cation in the

isobutanol transition state results in the formation of methyl isobutyl ether. When the

transition state is the r-butyl cation, the ether produced is MTBE.
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Deactivation of a catalyst can occur in many ways. In the presence of acid sites,

alkenes can polymerize and block the surface from interaction with reactants. The

common method used to remove the polymer and other carbonaceous deactivators

include dissolving them in organic solvents or burning them off in an oxygen stream at

elevated temperatures. A second, more disastrous deactivation pathway occurs through

the loss of the acid site. Sintering of a mixed metal oxide results in loss of surface

homogeneity and the properties that resulted in the acidity of the solid, metal A in close

proximity to metal B, are lost. Dealumination of a zeolite catalyst is a special type of

sintering that results in the loss of the internal acid sites of the solid and the creation of

weaker alumina sites. For catalysts which rely upon sulfate groups hydrolysis of the

sulfate linkage to the surface by water (Figure 4-5) results in the production of sulfuric

acid which is lost from the surface and is a corrosion problem.'^ In the MTBE reaction,

all of the reaction pathways result in the production of water, which makes this system

ideal for studying the loss of sulfate functionality from an acid surface. v
,;

Two solid acids that derive their acidity from surface sulfate groups have been

developed and characterized. These solids have had their acidity tested by both

calorimetric and activity tests. They both have been found to be of similar acid strength.

It was discovered that inclusion of the sulfate group into the silica lattice increases the

life span of the catalyst without sacrificing acidity.

Experimental

Preparation of the Catalysts

The bridging sulfate catalyst (ESC) was prepared by mixing 23 ml diethyl sulfate

with 30 ml tetraethyl ortho silicate in a Teflon container (The synthesis procedure was
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O. p HV
? ° + H2O *. 0,

I
^O^ + H,S04

Si ^
Figure 4-5. Hydrolysis of a tethered sulfate group from a surface. The sulfuric acid

produced is swept out of the reactor by the carrier gas.

devised by John Michael McGilvray'^' who also supplied the bulk of the BSC sample).

Ethanol was added and the solution was stirred for twenty minutes. The solution was

diluted with 20 ml of deionized water, followed by the addition of -0. 1 ml of sulfuric

acid. The Teflon container was sealed in an autoclave and heated at 80 °C for five days.

The resulting gel was crushed and heated in a tube furnace, under flowing air, at 400 °C

for three days. These conditions were reported to remove any residual organic

compounds, water, and sulfuric acid.

The tethered sulfate catalyst (TSC) was prepared by washing acid and peroxide

treated silica gel with IM sulfuric acid. The catalyst was heated to 200 °C before use.

Activity Tests

Activity tests were performed in a gas flow reactor with 0.5 g of catalyst. Glass

beads were packed over the catalyst bed to vaporize the incoming liquid reactants. Dry

nitrogen was used as the carrier gas with flow rates of 5 ml min''. The addition of

reactants was accomplished with the use of a syringe pump. The liquid alcohols were

vaporized on the hot glass beads then carried through the catalyst bed. Temperature

control was accomplished by monitoring the temperature of the catalyst bed with a K
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type thermocouple. The thermocouple was attached to an Omega Temperature Control

unit that regulated the bed temperature to 150 °C unless otherwise noted.

Additional tests were performed in a glass bomb reactor. These were prepared by

loading 0.5 g of catalyst into a 250 ml bomb reactor. A solution of methanol and

r-butanol was then poured into the bomb. The bomb was then sealed and placed into an

oil bath operating at either room temperature or 50 °C. •

•

Calorimetry •

Calorimetry was performed on TSC by slurrying 1.0 g of the solid into 100 ml of

anhydrous cyclohexane. The solution was titrated with a 0. 1 M or 0. 1 8 M pyridine in

anhydrous cyclohexane solution. Cal-Ad experiments were performed on BSC by John

Michael McGilvray.'^' .

All analyses were performed on a Hewlett Packard Model 5890 gas

chromatograph operating at 70 °C equipped with an FID detector and a Hewlett Packard

HP3394 Integrator. The retention times of several compounds under these conditions can

be found in Table 4-1. The effluent gases were sampled with a gas-tight syringe. Infrared

spectra of the catalysts were obtained using a KBr pellet on a Nicolet 5PC FTIR.

Surface area and pore volume measurements were performed on a Micromeritics

ASAP 2000.'"

Results and Discussion

The Acidity of the Solids

The TSC solid was characterized by pyridine adsorption slurry calorimetry. This

solid can be classified as a moderate strength solid acid, with acidity that is slightly less

than zeolite HZSM-5. The Cal-Ad procedure was used to characterize BSC (Table 4-
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Table 4- 1
. Retention time of several alcohols and ethers.

Compound Retention Time (min)

dimethyl ether 3.42

Methanol 5.12

^buta^ol 7.07

MTBE 10.42

MIBE 11.5

2).'^' BSC was found be slightly less acidic than TSC. However, the small difference in

acidity (4 kcal mol') is not likely to be of great significance unless the acidic threshold--

the minimum acidity required to drive a reaction-occurs in this range. Porosimetry was

performed, with the TSC having a surface area of 240 m'/g and BSC having a surface

area of 540 m"/g.

Results of the Activity Tests

Further testing of the catalysts began with a simple test to determine their

stability. Three containers containing identical r-butanol/methanol solutions were set up.

TSC was placed in one of the containers, BSC in the second, and a small amount of

sulfuric acid was placed in the last. One hour was allowed for the reactions to progress,

and then the solutions were analyzed by GC. All three catalysts had the same products

and product distributions, notably an excess of methyl iso-butyl ether. Leaching of the

sulfate functionality by water in the solvents to form sulfuric acid caused the identical

results for all three systems. More reactions were undertaken using dry solvents and

sealed from the atmosphere by using a bomb reactor. Results were significantly different
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Table 4-2. The acidity of two sulfated catalysts measured by calorimetry.

Catalyst ni (mmol g"
) -AHi (kcal mol') n: (mmol g' ) -AHi (kcal mol"')

TSC" 02 32 07 17

BSC'' 0.1 28.5 0.9 17

^ Pyridine adsorption slurry calorimetry in cyclohexane.
^ Cal-Ad results from J. M. McGilvray (151).

from the wet reactions or the sulfuric acid standard, primarily producing MTBE and

isobutene with maximum conversion of methanol.

More ambitious testing of the catalysts was performed in the gas phase. The

product of the reaction of a methanol and r-butanol stream is strongly dependent on the

acidity of the catalyst used. Strong acids are capable of dehydratively coupling methanol

to form dimethyl ether and water. Acids of fairly weak to moderate strength dehydrate

the alcohols to form MTBE. Weak acids are capable of dehydrating r-butanol to form

isobutene.

Tests using this alcohol system were performed using various ratios of

methanol/f-butanol at 150°C in a flow reactor unless otherwise noted. Initial testing

began with 10% (mol/mol) methanol in f-butanol. TSC converted all of the methanol to

MTBE and MIBE and 95% of the remaining r-butanol to isobutene. The catalyst lasted

for twenty hours before losing activity and was dead by fifty hours (Figure 4-6). The

rapid deactivation of this catalyst was probably due to loss of the sulfate moiety as

sulfuric acid. BSC showed complete conversion of the methanol to MTBE with high

selectivity (MTBE/MIBE>20) and nearly complete conversion of r-butanol to isobutene.
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Figure 4-6. Amount of MTBE and r-butanol in the product stream from TSC over the Hfe

span of the catalyst.

The initially high activity dropped off slowly starting at fifteen hours but was still

producing a significant amount of MTBE at 120 hours (Figure 4-7).

MTBE forms an undesirable azeotrope with both r-butanol and methanol. In an

attempt to find out if we could avoid formation of the azeotrope, we tried to determine if

BSC could stoichometrically convert methanol and f-butanol to MTBE and/or isobutene.

A 50% (mol/mol) methanol in r-butanol solution was prepared from solvents dried over

4A molecular sieves (only excess water was eliminated: water is produced by the

reaction). Initial results showed 100% conversion of r-butanol to isobutene, and 25%

conversion of methanol to dimethyl ether. After four hours, the reactants began to be

converted to MEBE. After seven hours, MTBE production was observed. MTBE

production plateued at 10% of the products. Greater than 20% conversion of methanol

was achieved with 100% conversion of r-butanol (>80% selectivity to isobutene). Small
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Figure 4-7. Amount of MTBE and r-butanol in the product stream from BSC over the

life span of the catalyst.

amounts of water were added to attempt to force the r-butanol dehydration equilibrium

towards f-butanol, but little effect was observed. A similar activation pattern was

observed for TSC.

The products produced by the catalyst allow us insight into how the catalyst

changes during the reaction (Figure 4-8). Both catalysts start very acidic, producing

dimethyl ether for the first few hours of reaction. The catalysts then begin to lose acidity

as can be seen by the production of methyl isobutyl ether. The production of methyl

isobutyl ether from r-butanol or isobutene requires a strong enough acid to stabilize a

primary carbocation. As the acidity continues to decrease, we see MTBE production

begin. Isobutene and MTBE are the primary products of both catalysts during the middle
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Figure 4-8. The products of the reaction change as the acidity of the catalyst deteriorates.

At the start of the reaction the catalysts are strong enough to produce dimethyl ether.

However, the acidity quickly deteriorates to the point where MIBE production begins.

As the reaction continues, MTBE production begins and MIBE production fades.

Finally, the solid can no longer catalyze MTBE formation and only isobutene is

observed.
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portion of their lifetimes. The TSC, however, quickly begins to lose activity. Soon this

solid can no longer catalyze the production of MTBE. The BSC catalyst loses its activity

toward this reaction much more slowly.

Threshold Aciditv for Heptane Isomerization

Both catalysts were used to isomerize n-heptane. The small difference in acidity

between the two solids resulted in different product streams. The TSC catalyst was found

to have no activity towards isomerization, while the BSC was found to have a small

activity toward ^-heptane isomerization. From these two observations the threshold

acidity for heptane isomerization can be said to be slightly less than the BSC catalyst, or

-32.5 kcal moP measured by pyridine adsorption slurry calorimetry.

Structure of the Solids -

The structure of the acid site of the two solids is very different. Fourier transform

IR of both catalysts shows a distinct difference in the nature of the bonding about the

sulfate group. The BSC solid was shown to be a bridging group by the presence of the

characteristic band at 1057 cm"',
'"'•'"

while the TSC lacks this band. The stability of

BSC over TSC is due to this structural difference. The bridging sulfate group of the BSC

catalyst results in a more stable sulfate moiety. A double hydrolysis reaction must occur

to remove this sulfate from the solid, and a longer life span is to be expected.

Conclusion

Further research into obtaining a wide range of solids of varying acidity is

required. They are important for the further discovery of threshold and optimum

acidities. The methanol/r-butanol system is offered as a new system for characterization

of solid acidity. Monitoring the products is a good method for determining the overall
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strength of the catalyst and may give insight on how that catalyst deactivates. Further

study with other acids may prove this system to be a general method for broad

classification of acids.

The structure of solid acids has been shown to be of great importance. The

stability of the bridging sulfate catalyst (BSC) when compared to the very similar

tethered sulfate catalyst (TSC) is impressive. Stabilization of future catalysts may use

this incorporation system to improve lifetime and increase resilience.

f.Tv-



CHAPTERS
A NEW SOLID SUPER ACID: SILICA SUPPORTED ANTIMONY

PENTACHLORIDE

Conventional strong acids can be used as inspiration for new strong solid acids.

For example, Drago et al. supported aluminum chloride, a conventional strong Lewis _•

acid, on a silanol rich silica gel, a Br0nsted acid, to produce a solid that was significantly

stronger than either component alone.''''*''^^ However, their goal was not to form a solid

with Lewis acid sites, but instead to form an even more powerful Br0nsted acid. The

interaction of a powerful Lewis acid with a Br0nsted acid leads to the enhancement of the

acidity of the Br0nsted site.'^^''" In the case of Drago's catalyst, the interaction between

the unsaturated aluminum center with the oxygen of a silanol promoted the acidity of the

solid such that it can be labeled as a solid super acid (Figure 5-1).^^

The ability of a Lewis acid to enhance the acidity of a Br0nsted acid is due to the

inductive effect. The coordination of the Lewis acid to the Br0nsted site leads to a

further reduction in electron density at the proton. The net effect is the weakening of the

O-H bond, and in extreme cases, the protonation of the Br0nsted acid occurs. In the case

of Magic Acid, antimony pentafluoride in fluorosulfonic acid, the super acid formed is

capable of protonating fluorosulfonic acid (Equation 5-1):

SbFs + FSO3H ^ SbF5-FS03-H + FSO3H -^ SbFs-FSOj- + H.OSO.F^ (5-
1

)

The protonated fluorosulfonic acid is then capable of forming carbonium ions from

hydrocarbons.

83
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Figure 5-1. Examples of super acids. A super acid is formed, primarily, through the
interaction of a strong Br0nsted acid with a strong Lewis acid, a) Antimony
pentafluoride in fluorosulfonic acid, a classic super acid, b) The solid super acid sili

supported aluminum chloride.

ica

Since super acids are capable of protonating alkanes to form carbonium ions, they

are ideal for performing certain petroleum reforming reactions.'''* The alkylation of

isobutane and butane to higher molecular weight hydrocarbons is important for creating a

value-added product from these materials. The mechanism (Figure 5-2) for this reaction

begins with an initiation step. The isobutene present in the stream is protonated by a

strong Br0nsted acid forming the f-butyl cation. The /-butyl cation can then interact with

another isobutene to form a variety Cg carbocations. These carbocations then abstract a

hydride from isobutane to produce another r-butyl cation continuing the catalytic cycle.

Side reactions that occur include isomerization, polymerization, cracking, and

disproportionation. Isomerization of the Cg carbocations to a more stable form may occur

before hydride abstraction. Polymerization occurs if the Cg carbocations comes into

contact with an alkene, thus the concentration of the alkene must be kept high enough to

initiate and sustain the alkylation reaction, but low enough to prevent polymerization
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Figure 5-2. The reaction mechanism for the alkylation of isobutane to octane. The
catalyst is deactivated by the build up of polymer on its surface.
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which leads to catalyst deactivation. Disproportionation is a bimolecular interaction that

results in one hydrocarbon abstracting a methyl group from another hydrocarbon

(Equation 5-2). Cracking of a hydrocarbon results in two smaller fragments, one of

which is an alkene (Equation 5-3).

2C8H,8 -> C7H,6 + C9H20 (5-2)

CnH2n+2 "^ Cn.xH2(n-x)+2 + CxHix (5-3)

The activity of a catalyst towards each of these reactions is related to its acidity.

The more acidic the solid the lower the temperature it can carry out each reaction. By

comparing two (or more) catalysts at the same temperature, the relative acidity can be

found by comparing the activity. Strong catalysts, such as Drago's aluminum chloride

catalyst, can perform alkylations (little or no cracking, isomerization, or

disproportionation) with high selectivity at °C.

The growing importance of solid acid catalysis and the correlation of activity with

acidity has lead to a surge in the development of new, strong solid acid catalysts. A new

solid acid that uses antimony pentachloride as an acidity promoter has been developed.

The acidity of this catalyst has been measured through a new method (reported in Chapter

2). The synthesis and characterization of this new solid super acid will be reported. The

acidity and activity of this solid will be shown to be greater than that of Drago's silica

supported aluminum chloride catalyst.
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Experimental

Materials -
:

Davisil silica gel (mesh 100-200, surface area 250 m' g"') was purchased from

Aldrich. It was washed with IM HCl three times (about 20 ml IM HCl per 10 grams

silica gel), then with deionized water three times, followed by a 35% hydrogen peroxide

wash three times, and finally several washes with deionized water before drying it in an

oven at 140 °C overnight. The silica gel was removed from the oven and allowed to

adsorb water from the atmosphere for 24 hrs. '

Synthesis of the Catalyst '

-.
. The catalyst is prepared by slurrying silica gel in dry chloroform (carbon

tetrachloride or methylene chloride can be used, but the best results were obtained with

chloroform). The slurry is heated to 35°C with stirring under a slowly flowing N2

atmosphere. Enough SbClj (Aldrich) was added to make 0.5 mmol SbCls (g' SiO:).

This was accomplished by loading a syringe with SbCls (98%, Aldrich) in a dry box. The

syringe was capped and removed from the N2 glove box. SbCls was added dropwise into

the slurry by injection through a septum. The solution immediately turned brown.

Passing the N^ purge gas through a water bubbler collects the HCl gas produced during

the reaction. Titration of the water trap with 0.0469M NaOH shows that 1 .8 ± 0. 1 mol

HCl was produced for every mol of SbCls reacted. Substituting PCI5 for SbCls produced

the phosphorus analog.

Activity Tests -

Alkylation reactions were performed in a glass batch reactor by loading, in an

inert atmosphere glove box, one gram of each solid into a separate 250 ml glass reactor
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bomb. The pressure head was attached before removing the assembly from the box. The

bomb was cooled in a dry ice/acetone bath (after sealing and removing from the glove

box). Butane was condensed (10 ml) into the bomb, followed by 0.2 ml of isobutene.

The isobutene is necessary as an initiator, however excess isobutene will polymerize and

deactivate the catalyst by covering the surface with a polymer. The system was removed

from the dry ice/acetone bath and placed in an ice water bath. The reaction was then

allowed to proceed for thirty minutes. At that point the products were filtered off, 2 ml of

/2-pentane was added as an internal standard, and the residual butane and isobutene were

allowed to boil off.

Analysis

Analysis of the reaction products were performed on a Hewlett Packard 5890 Gas

Chromatograph equipped with a FID detector and a Hewlett Packard HP3394 Integrator.

A temperature ramp was used to separate the products of the reaction:

1) Initial Temperature 35°C.

2) Initial time 10 minutes.

3) Increase by 5 °C min"' to 200°C

... 4) Hold at 200 °C for10 minutes.

The retention time of various standards can be found in Table 5-1.

The solid state NMR experiments were described in Chapter 2. The sample was

prepared and loaded into the rotor in an inert atmosphere glove box. '^

Calorimetrv • •'

The procedure used to perform calorimetry is standard and was described in

Chapter 1
.
The highest heats of interaction were observed when a small amount of
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Table 5-1. Retention times of various hydrocarbon families.

Family Retention Time (min)

Butanes 6.92

Isobutene 5.35

Pentanes'^ 12.52
. X -

Hexanes 20

Heptanes 27

Octanes 32

Nonanes 38

Internal standard.

carbon tetrachloride was used to wet the solid prior to removing it from the glove box.

The ecu serves to protect the solid from moisture that will enter the calorimetry cell

during the period between removing the cell from the glove box and covering the sample

with anhydrous cyclohexane. Antimony pentachloride is very halophilic and covering

the solid with CCI4 protects the solid from reacting with atmospheric water. The CCI4

occupies the open coordination site on the antimony center preventing hydrolysis.

However, the interaction is very weak and the CCI4 dissolves into the cyclohexane

solvent. The coordination of the CCI4 results in a dark brown solid that turns to a light

brown when slurried in cyclohexane (the color of the unreacted solid). Titration with

pyridine results in the formation of a coordination compound. The resulting solid is

bright purple and is air stable [(silica-gel)nSb^Cl3-pyridine].
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Results and Discussion

From Drago's worlc, it is already known that the acidity of silica gel is susceptible

to enhancement through the coordination of a strong Lewis acid.^^''^^'^^ However,

aluminum chloride is not the strongest Lewis acid that can be used. Other, stronger,

Lewis acids may also be used to enhance the acidity to a larger extent. An estimate of the

strength of such a solid can be qualitatively obtained through the ECW model.

The ECW method is a two-parameter scale that separates the total interaction of

two molecules into electrostatic (E) and covalent (C) terms. The E parameter is a

measure of the propensity of a molecule to form acid-base bonds that are ionic in nature.

The C parameter measures the propensity of a molecule to form covalent acid-base bond.

The E and C parameters of both the acid and the base are combined in the Drago equation

(Equation 5-4) to predict the total strength of the interaction.

Bond Strength = A% = EaEb + CaCb (5-4)
-"

Where Ax is a measure of the acidity (calorimetry, IR or NMR shifts, Acceptor Numbers,

etc.). When A^ is an enthalpy of interaction, Eb and Cb are used. When A/ is from a

spectroscopic measure, Eb' and Cb* are used to designate that a conversion factor is

included in these parameters (if the acid is the probe then reverse notation is used). From

inspection, it can be seen that a donor (b) with a high Cb/Eb ratio will not have a large

interaction with an acceptor (a) with a low Ca/Ea ratio (Table 5-2). (For a thorough

review of ECW theory see Reference 122.)

Since the super-acid interaction is really an acid-base reaction between a Lewis

acid and a lone pair of electrons on the Br0nsted acid, the strength of that interaction will

be proportional to the acidity enhancement. For a given solid, such as Drago's silica gel
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Table 5-2. The ECW model can be used to predict the strength

of donor-acceptor interactions.

Acceptor Donor EaEb + CaCb

Reaction Ea Ca Ca/Ea Eb Cb Cb/Eb -AH
(kcal mol')

A1(CH3)3 + CH3CI

SbCls + CH3CI

8.66

3.64

3.68

10.42

0.47

2.9

2.54

2.54

0.10

0.10

0.04

0.04

22.4

10.28

A1(CH3)3 + NH3

SbCls + NH3

8.66

3.64

3.68

10.42

0.47

2.9

2.31

2.31

2.04

2.04

0.88

0.88

27.5

29.7

A1(CH3)3 + pyridine

SbClj + pyridine

8.66

3.64

3.68

10.42

0.47

2.9

1.78

1.78

3.54

3.54

2.0

2.0

28.4

43.4

catalyst, the Cb and Eb parameters of the silanols on the surface will remain constant as

the acid is changed. The Cb/Eb ratio of a silanol has never been measured, however, the

Ca/Ea has been measured to be 1 .04, and if the trend observed for alcohols can be

extended to silanols, the Cb/Eb can be assumed to be greater than 1
.^^

If this assumption

is correct then substituting a Lewis acid with a higher Ca value than aluminum chloride

will result in a significantly stronger solid, provided that the Ea values are similar. A list

of the Ea and Ca parameters for several solid acids are presented in Table (5-3). Under

these limitations (Cb/Eb > 1 for silanols), the strongest acid by far is antimony

pentachloride. The interaction between the silanol and the Lewis center will be

maximized and the inductive effect, that leads to super acid character, will be larger than

for the aluminum chloride catalyst (assuming that the acidity of AICI3 is not

tremendously greater than A1(CH3)3). This phenomenon is observed in the heat of
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Table 5-3. Ea and Ca parameters for a variety of Lewis acids.

Acid Ea Ca

A1(CH3)3 8.66 3.68

Ga(CH3)3 6.95 1.48

BF3 6.10 2.87

SbCls 3.64 10.42

interaction of the two catalysts. The estimated enhancement when employing antimony

pentachloride in place of aluminum chloride is strongly dependent on the ratio of Cb/Eb

for the silanols (Equation 5-5): -.

Enhancement = (Ea.sb + Ca,sbCb/Eb)/( Ea,Ai + Ca.AiCb/Eb) (5-5)

The value of Cb/Eb in equation 5-5 is between 1 . 1 and 1 .4. By using Ea and Ca

parameters for monomeric aluminum chloride of 10 and 3.5 respectively, the

enhancement varies between 1.1 and 1.22. Through both calorimetry and the change in

chemical shift of triethylphosphine oxide the enhancement observed is 1.28 which is a

good approximation of the theoretical range considering all of the assumptions necessary

(the Cb/Eb for silanols and the estimate of the Ea and Ca parameters for monomeric

aluminum chloride).

Characterization of the New Solid

Investigation of the solid via FTIR spectroscopy of adsorbed pyridine resulted in

the classification of this sample as both a Br0nsted and Lewis acid (Figure 5-3).'^"* A list

of the peaks and their assignments can be found in Table 5-4. A calorimetric
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Figure 5-3. The FTIR of pyridine on (silica gel)nSb^Cl3. The peaks can be used to

assign this solid as both a Br0nsted and a Lewis acid.

Table 5-4. Assignment of the FTIR peaks of

adsorbed pyridine on (silica gel)nSb'^Cl3.

Peak (cm"') Assignment

1457 Lewis Site

1489 Br0nsted or Lewis ^

1540 Br0nsted Site

1652 Lewis Site

1638 Br0nsted Site

'>a
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investigation of the acidity was performed using pyridine as the adsorbent probe. The

solid was slurried in cyclohexane and exposed to small doses of pyridine. The heat of

interaction was converted to a concentration dependant enthalpy of interaction. The plot

of the enthalpy against the amount of total pyridine added results in a titration curve that

shows four acid sites (Figure 5-4). The heats of interaction for each of these sites is

-65.5, -48, -31, and -22 ± 1.5 kcal mol"'. The ^'P MAS NMR technique presented in

Chapter 2 was also used to characterize this solid. It was found that there were four

different acid sites with A5 values of 66, 48, 36.4 and 22.6 ppm. The correlation between

the acidity measured for these sites using both methods was excellent, r" = 0.9778. The

''- low population of the first two sites was also observed in the ^'P MAS NMR of

chemisorbed triethylphosphine oxide. Exposure of the solid to any amount of water

resulted in a loss of the first acid site. A calorimetric titration was performed on a solid

that had been briefly exposed to the atmosphere prior to formation of the slurry. The

curve shows a complete loss of the strong acid site observed when the surface was

protected from water. Additional exposure to water leads to the destruction of the

remaining acid sites. ' . ,
.'

.

•' ''-

Activity Tests '
"

; . ^,.
-'

In addition to the calorimetric and spectroscopic methods, this solid was tested

against a benchmark activity test. The alkylation of butane to octane is an important

process. This reaction converts low value butane into octane, a value-added product.

Strong solid acids are necessary to catalyze this transformation at low temperatures, so

the activity of a solid can be compared to other solid acids by measuring reactivity at a

given temperature. In previous work, the acidity and activity of (silica-gel)nAl"'Cl2, has
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Figure 5-4. Titration of (silica gel)nSb^'Cl3 with pyridine in cyclohexane. The four acid

sites of this catalyst can be observed with slurry calorimetry. Exposure to water results in

the loss of the strongest site.

been used to characterized this solid as a super acid.
75.118,153,154

The Cal-Ad results for

this solid have shown that the strong acid site has an enthalpy of interaction with pyridine

in a cyclohexane slurry of -5 1 kcal/mol acid.^^ This is significantly less than the

antimony solid because of the smaller covalent acidity of aluminum chloride.

Comparison of the activity of these two solid acids will make it possible to determine if

the acidity determined by calorimetry and TEPO is a true measure of the acidity of this

solid.

The antimony catalyst was run side by side with the aluminum catalyst. The

results of the two reactions have been summarized in Table 5-5. The aluminum catalyst

produced a large amount of octane isomers with high conversion and selectivity. The

antimony catalyst produced almost no octanes, but a variety of lower molecular weight

hydrocarbons were observed.
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Table 5-5. The results of alkylation reactions with silica supported

antimony pentachloride and aluminum chloride.

% Conversion % Conversion

(silica gel)nAl"'Cl2 (silica geDnSb^Cb
Cracked <5% >95% -,.

Alkylated >95% Trace

Disproportionated Trace 1.1

The production of lower molecular weight hydrocarbons is possible only if the

catalyst first alkylates the butane to octane. The catalyst then cracks the octane to smaller

mass hydrocarbons in the same amount of time that the aluminum catalyst produced only

octane isomers. •
.

The cracking of octane by this catalyst was also observed in the gas phase. For

these reactions the catalyst was placed in a flow reactor similar to the one designed in

Chapter 4, and dry octane was fed into a nitrogen carrier stream. The catalyst was

maintained at room temperature. The results of this reaction showed that at low flow

rates the primary reaction is the cracking of octane to lower molecular weight

hydrocarbons with little disproportionation or isomerization observed. When the octane

was replaced with heptane, the primary reaction was isomerization with smaller amounts

of cracking. • ..^v

The Structure of the Acid Sites ' - ' ".;.:,',

The acid sites are probably a mixture of Br0nsted coordinated antimony (V)

trichloride and uncoordinated antimony (V) trichloride. The strongest sites are Br0nsted

in nature, as these are required to perform alkylation and cracking reactions (Figure 5-5).
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Figure 5-5. The proposed acid sites of (silica gel)nSb^Cl3. a) Tlie strongest site has

excellent overlap between the silanol and the antimony, b) The second site is structurally

similar to the first; however, due to poorer overlap, the enhancement of the Br0nsted

acidity is not as good, c) and d) The weakest sites are due to antimony (V) Lewis sites

with varying amounts of ligating chlorine atoms.

The weaker sites are probably more akin to tethered antimony pentachloride, or perhaps

antimony trichloride oxide. The proposed nature of the strong acid site is a good overlap

between the open orbital on the antimony with the silanol, while the second site has a

poorer overlap between the two orbitals. The third site is simply a tethered antimony (V)

Lewis site, while the weakest site is a bound Lewis site with a hydroxy] or oxide in place

of one or two of the chlorine ligands.
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Experiments performed on (silica gel)nP^Cl3 showed that this catalyst is much

weaker than the antimony or aluminum chloride analog. This catalyst was not acidic

enough to catalyze the alkylation of isobutane.

Conclusion

The application of the ECW model to the promotion of Br0nsted acidity with

Lewis acids led to the synthesis of a new solid super acid. The acidity of this solid was

determined through pyridine adsorption calorimetry, ^'P MAS NMR of chemisorbed

TEPO, and activity tests. This new solid is stronger than silica supported aluminum

chloride as measured by these tests. Fourier transform IR spectroscopy was used to

demonstrate that this solid possesses both Br0nsted and Lewis type acid sites. These acid

sites are a combination of super-acid like silanol-antimony adducts and open antimony

(V) chloride Lewis centers. The high acidity of this catalyst results in high reactivity

towards the base, water. Coordination of a water molecule results in irreversible

hydrolysis of the antimony-chloride bonds.



CHAPTER 6

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The understanding of solid acid catalyzed reactions is limited by the techniques

employed to characterize the acidity of the solids. Current analysis methods are often

cumbersome, time intensive, and difficult to interpret. The work presented in this

dissertation is an attempt to improve the general understanding of the role of solid acidity

upon catalysis.

The work presented in Chapter 2 is a new and fast method for determining the

overall strength of a solid acid. The change in chemical shift of triethylphosphine oxide

was measured on a variety of solid acids. It was found to be an excellent indicator of the

acid strength of a solid. The experimental conditions allowed for an estimate of the static

acidity of a solid, that is the acidity a molecule experiences while adsorbed on the acid

site. A comparison of this method to a differential technique allows for the identification

of any energetic barriers to adsorption. Overall, this method was shown to be a new

powerful tool for understanding the global acidity of a solid acid.

In Chapter 3, more spectroscopic tools were used to help qualify the acidity and

nature of interaction of heteropoly acids. Heteropoly acids are a very important catalyst

because of their strong acidity and additional ability to catalyze oxidation reactions.

Techniques such as XRD, NMR, IR and calorimetry were used to determine that

pyridine, an important probe molecule for investigating solid acidity, only penetrates the

99
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even planes of the 12-tungstophosphoric (HPW) lattice. The acid sites, one strong site

and one weak, were determined to be the face and edge centered protons in the lattice

respectively. Pyridine initially penetrates the structure and coordinates to the face 7,

centered protons. The opening of the lattice by pyridine allows for more pyridine to

penetrate along the fault plane. This additional pyridine interacts with the edge protons

that are adjacent to the pyridinium ions formed in the first step. Solid state MAS NMR

methods have shown that replacement of the protons at the edge of the Keggin unit has a

significant effect on the chemical shift of the central phosphorus atom approximately 5 A

away. Magic angle spinning NMR was also used to demonstrate that proper pretreatment

of the cesium salts (CSxH3.xPW) of HPW results in homogenous solids, as opposed to

literature reports that claim that the salts are proportional mixtures of H3PW, CS2HPW

and CS3PW.

The structure of a catalyst is important in another manner. The structure can help

to stabilize the acid site, resulting in and increase in the lifetime of the catalyst during a

reaction. This concept was demonstrated in Chapter 4 with the use of two sulfated silica

gels. It was found that the stability of a bridging sulfate group toward deactivation by

hydrolysis was much greater than the tethered sulfate group. The difference in stability

can be observed in the test reaction that converts t-butanol and methanol to isobutene,

methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE), and dimethyl ether (DME). The tethered catalyst

was initially more efficient at producing the methyl /50-butyl ether (MIBE), MTBE and

DME because of its slightly higher acid strength. However, the water produced in these

reactions quickly hydrolyzed the sulfate linkage to the support resulting in the production

of sulfuric acid, which was removed from the catalyst by the carrier gas. The stability of
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the bridging sulfate group toward hydrolysis led to a five order of magnitude increase in

life span over the tethered sulfate group, and its milder acidity resulted in a higher

MTBE/MIBE ratio.

Chapter 5 combined spectroscopy, calorimetry and activity tests to study the new

strong solid acid silica gel supported antimony (V) chloride. This solid was identified

through the method describe in Chapter 2 to be an extremely powerful solid acid, which

was confirmed through pyridine adsorption slurry calorimetry. Alkylation of isobutane

with butane was used to compare the acidity of the new solid against a well known, less

acid solid "super" acid (silica supported aluminum trichloride). The results of these tests

show that the activity of the new solid is much greater than the standard acid.

Exploring the acidity of a solid acid is a very complex process that requires the

use of many different tools. The interrelation of these tools lead to a greater

understanding of the catalytic strength of a solid than any one method alone. This work

has shown that the combination of a new spectroscopic method with other more

traditional techniques can lead to an understanding of the way a molecule interacts with a

surface. In addition, a new method for quickly screening the acidity of solid acids has

been developed. This technique can be used to greatly reduce the amount of time

necessary for developing solid acid catalyst, which will decrease the development time

and costs of new catalyst. By combining the information obtained from several methods

of characterization, the acidity of a solid, and the role that acidity plays in catalysis, can

be fully understood.



APPENDIX I

THE BASIC THEORY OF SOLID STATE MAGIC ANGLE SPINNING NMR

The Fundamentals of NMR Spectroscopy

There are a large number of isotopes with nuclei that have nonzero nuclear

angular momentum quantum numbers, /.'^' When each of these nuclei are placed in a

magnetic field their nuclear magnetic vector can take on 2/+ 1 orientations. For

example, hydrogen-2, or deuterium, has 1=1, therefore deuterium can have 2(1)+1, or 3,

orientations of its nuclear magnetic vector in a magnetic field. Each of these levels is

labeled with the nuclear spin quantum number, mi, which can have values of/, 7-1, . . .,-/.

Positive values of m/ align with the applied field while negative values align opposed to

the field. For 7=1/2 nuclei mi= -1/2 is labeled P and mi= +1/2 is labeled a. Figure Al-1

demonstrates the energy level diagrams of carbon-13 (7=1/2) and nitrogen-14 (7=1).

The energy of each level is given by Equation Al-1 :'^*
:;

E„,/= -7hBw//27t = -^iB (Al-1)

The small magnetic moment due to the excess a spins, A/, aligns with and

precesses about the axis of the applied magnetic field. The frequency of the precession is

proportional to the strength of the applied field. Bo, and the y of the nucleus (Equation

Al-2): . ,

(Oo = yBo (Al-2)
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m=-\/2

'C

m=+\/2

Increasing Magnetic Field

14N 4---

m=-l/2

w=0

m=+l/2

Increasing Magnetic Field

Figure Al-I. The energy level diagrams for carbon-13 (left) and nitrogen-14 (right). The

NMR experiment measures the energy difference between the levels.

Where Bo is the magnetic field applied along the z-axis and cOo is known as the

Larmor frequency of the nucleus.'^^ Due to variations in the electronic structure near the

nucleus there is a slight deviation from the applied field. This new field is called Biocai

and is fundamental to the understanding of the chemical shift. Each type of nucleus in a

sample can have a different Biocai-

The different local field at each type of nucleus gives rise to slightly different

precessional frequencies. By referencing precessional frequency to a standard molecule,

the chemical shift can be derived (Equation A 1-3): -

5 = (COiocal - C0s)/COs (Al-3)

The value 5 is the chemical shift and (Os is the precessional frequency of a standard

compound. Since co is field dependant while 5 is not, the chemical shift is of great use

when trying to compare NMR spectra taken at different magnetic fields.

The Pulsed NMR Experiment

If a radio frequency field, Bi, is applied along the x-axis, the magnetization will

begin to precess about the new magnetic field Beff (Figure A 1-2, Equation A 1-4):
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Figure A 1-2. The application of a radio frequency field along the x-axis tilts M toward
the xy plane. The magnetization now precesses about the new field, Beff.

C06ff = YBeff (Al-4)

This can be envisioned as a tipping ofM from the z-axis toward the xy plane. The

efficiency of the tipping is related to how closely the frequency of the Bi field matches

OJo (Equation A 1-5):

2il/2,
Beff=[(cOo-Q))--co/]"7Y (Al-5)

where co is the precessional rate of the nuclei. When co is equal to the resonant frequency,

cOo, Beff is equal to Bi and M precesses about the x axis.

In pulse NMR the Bi field is called a "hard" pulse-a short, powerful burst.

During the pulse, the magnetization is tipped into the xy plane and begins to precess

about the Bi field. When the pulse is turned off, the magnetization begins to return to

thermal equilibrium. The rate that M returns to thermal equilibrium is governed by the

rate constant Tl
. As M returns to the z-axis, the magnetization in the xy plane also
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decreases. The rate at which the magnetization in the xy plane decays (longitudinal

relaxation) is governed by the rate constant T2.

The intensity of the NMR signal is proportional to M. However, the relaxation

constants, Tl and T2 affect the value of M. The change in M with respect to time is

given by the Bloch Equation"^ (Equation A 1-6):

dM/dt = yM x B - M,y/T2 + (Mo - Mz)/Ti (Al -6)

The Bloch equation is often broken down into its x, y and z components. These are

collectively known as the Bloch equations. If we allow the x and y axis to rotate at the

same frequency as cOo, we can solve the Bloch equations to describe the observed NMR

signal known as the free-induction decay (FID) (Equations A 1-7 and A 1-8):

My = Mo cos (cot) e'*^- (A 1-7)

Mx = Mo sin (cot) e""^^ (A 1-8)

The evolution of the signal along each axis is demonstrated in Figure Al-3. Foruier

transform changes this data from time domain to the frequency domain and the chemical

shift can then be calculated.

, The NMR experiment measures the frequency at which nuclei come into

resonance when placed in a magnetic field. To measure the frequency the sample must

be perturbed from equilibrium. The evolution of the signal is a decaying sign wave

called the FID that is acquired in time space. Fourier transform of the FID yields a

frequency domain spectrum that can be referenced to a standard compound to obtain the

chemical shift of the nuclei in the sample.
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Figure Al-3. The magnetization along the x axis evolves as a decaying sin wave (top).

The magnetization along y evolves as a decaying cos wave (bottom).

Magic Angle Spinning NMR

The dipolar coupling of two nuclei has a large effect on the lineshape of the NMR

signal. Dipolar couplings arise from the effect of the magnetic moment of one nucleus on

the Biocai of neighboring nuclei. The secular Hamiltonian that describes the dipolar

interaction between two spins, / andj, is Equation A 1-9:

H'd = I (hVSTi) Y,Y, r,/^ (3cos'e - 1 ) (1,1, - 31,J,z) (A 1 -9)

Where i<j, r is the distance and 6 is the angle between / and;, !„ is the nuclear

magnetization vector of / and;, and Inz is the nuclear spin operator. In the case of a liquid

with rapid, random motions 3cos"6 - 1 equals zero and the dipolar coupling is time
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averaged to zero. The NMR spectrum of an 7=1/2 nucleus in an isotropic solution

typically appears as a narrow line for each type of nucleus detected.

In the solid state, there are a large number of static dipolar interactions possible

that gives rise to a slightly different Bjocai field at every nucleus (Figure A 1-4). The result

is that the NMR of a solid is typically very broad. The dipolar interactions can be

reduced or eliminated through the use of MAS. Rapid rotation of the sample about the

magic angle causes the dipolar moments to align with the magic angle. When the sample

is spinning Equation A 1-9 can be rewritten to the time averaged, spinning dipolar

Hamiltonian, Equation Al-10:

H'D,ave = (h^/167i) (3cos^P - 1) Z Y,Yy ry-^ (3cos^py - 1) (1,1^ - 31^J (Al-10)

Where (3 is the angle between the spinning axis and the magnetic field and p,y is the angle

between spin / and). When P is set equal to 54.7°, H'p.ave is equal to zero. At 54.7° the

line width of the solid is greatly reduced, allowing for the acquisition of moderately high

resolution solid state NMR.
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Figure A 1-4. The different dipolar interactions experienced by the A nucleus in two
different regions of the sample. The difference in the dipolar interactions results in a

change in Biocai and hence a change in the chemical shift of each nucleus.

' J



APPENDIX II

OPERATING THE SOLID STATE BRUKER
AVANCE 400 MHz NMR SPECTROMETER

Introduction

The Bnaker Avance 400 MHz spectrometer at the University of Florida Chemistry

Department is capable of performing high power solid wide line, solid MAS, and liquids

high resolution NMR and imaging. The solid state NMR capabilities include a high

power wide line probe; a 4 mm (rotor outer diameter) cross-polarization, triple resonance

MAS probe (CP-MAS); and a 2.5 mm MAS probe designed to perform multiple quantum

experiments. The selection of the probe depends on the experiments to be performed and

also on the amount of sample available.

Probe Descriptions

The 4 mm CP-MAS probe is a triple resonance probe. It has a high power 'H-'V

high band channel that can be used for decoupling, cross polarization, or detection; a

channel ('X') tunable from '^C to ^'P, and a second channel ('Y') that is tuned with the

aid of special inserts. The maximum spinning speed of this probe is 16 kHz. It is a

variable temperature (VT) probe capable of operation over the temperature range -120 °C

to -1-120 °C. The rotors used with this probe are made out of zirconium oxide (Zr02,

volume is approximately 80 |il), three different types of caps are available for use (Table

A2-1).
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Table A2- 1 . The list of rotor parts for the 4 mm CP- MAS probe

and reordering information there

Part Part Number Approximate Cost in 1999 Dollars

Kel-FCap B200155ea. 50

Barium Nitride Cap K 1 927 ( for 1 0) 50 ea.

ZrOiCap B200154 250

4 mm Zr02 rotor B0660 250

To pack the 4 mm ZrOi rotors the sample must be first ground into a powder.

The 4 mm rotor is then slipped into the bottom of the loading funnel and the powder is

poured into the rotor stopping to pack the solid occasionally with the packing tool. On

the bottom of the packing tool is a depth gauge. The depth of the sample should be

checked with this tool. When the sample has reached the height of the depth gauge, stop

filling the rotor. Finally, ensure that a continuous black line traces out three quarters of

the bottom of the rotor (Figure A2- 1 ). This line allows the spin counter to determine the

rotor rotation frequency. If a line is not present it can be made with a black "Sharpie"

brand marker, No. 30001 . There are a few special considerations necessary for packing

the rotor depending on the rotor cap to be used.

The standard cap for use with this rotor is made of Kel-F, a perfluorinated

polymer. This cap is useful over the temperature range -50 °C to +50 °C. Operation

below this limit will cause the cap to contract and results in sample ejection from the

rotor, while at temperatures above the limit, the cap becomes soft and can become

deformed, allowing sample to be lost or catastrophic rotor failure to occur. To use this
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Correct Incorrect

Figure A2- 1 . The correct way to mark the bottom of the rotor is with a solid black line

three quarters of the way around the outside edge.

rotor cap, pack the sample as described above and then gently push the cap into the rotor,

using a flat surface to brace the top of the cap if necessary. To unpack the rotor, first try

loosening the cap with fingers (a few Kim-Wipes will prevent the flutes from cutting into

skin). If the cap is too tight, use the cap remover. The cap remover is essentially two

razor blades that have been attached to the top of a piece of metal with a hole in it. The

rotor assembly is slipped into the cap remover, and the blades are positioned at the

interface between the rotor and the cap. Extreme care must be take to avoid pressing

against any other part of the cap or the blades will cut into the cap, ruining it. Holding

the rotor firmly and placing a finger over the cap, pull the rotor directly away from the

cap.

A second type of cap is made out of barium nitride a white, chalk like material.

Extreme care must be used with these rotor caps as barium nitride is very brittle and soft.

It is unlikely that these rotors can be used more than one or two times. These rotors can

be used at any temperature the probe is capable of operating at. Pack the rotor as

described above. Gently lower the cap into the rotor. Almost no force should be used. If

at any point it becomes difficult to insert the cap, remove it and use a razor blade to
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remove some of the barium nitride from the lower portion of the cap and then try again.

Repeat this process as necessary. Barium nitride is so soft that eventually enough

material will be lost from the cap to make it unusable. The cap should only be removed

with fingers- the cap removal tool will destroy the cap immediately. If the cap cannot be

removed, it can be destroyed with a drill and a suitably small bit (<3 mm).

The third type of rotor cap is made from zirconium oxide. The cap is opaque and

white, with a hollow center and two slits on the bottom. Like the barium nitride caps,

these caps can be used at any temperature that the probe can be used at. To use this cap,

pack the rotor with a slightly less than usual amount of sample and then clean the

exposed inside of the rotor to insure than no sample remains where the rotor blades will

touch. Where Barium nitride was soft and brittle, zirconium oxide is hard and fragile. A

small amount of powder between the rotor and the cap blade will result in the cracking of

the blade. The cap should be pressed straight down into the rotor. This cap should only

be removed with fingers and should be pulled straight out and never be wiggled or

twisted, as this will break the blades.

Insertion of the 4 mm MAS probe should only be performed with the assistance of

an individual familiar with this procedure. The first step is inserting the probe into the

bore of the magnet. With the channel connectors facing to the left (toward the

preamplifiers) gently push the probe all the way into the bore and secure it with the lever

mounted on the shim stack. (Do not pull down on the shim stack.) Next, find the 4 mm

sample injection tube (SIT). This tube is approximately 3.5 feet in length and is a pale

green color. It is important to not use the 2.5 mm SIT. Lower the SIT through the top of

the bore and seat it into the probe head by slowly twisting it. It will lock in place by



dropping slightly. In the MAS tube bundle, find the two long air tubes. One is the eject

air and is labeled with a 'E' the other is the insert air and is labeled with a 'I.' Connect

these tubes to the quick connectors with the same labels on the SIT.

The next step is connecting the drive, bearing, body air, and spin counter to the

probe (Figure A2-2). The drive air connects next to the channel ports on the front of the

probe. Next attach the body air by pressing the plain tube into the blue hole on the right

side on the probe. Attach the spin counter (small gray cable) to the right bottom side of

the probe. Finally, attach the bearing air to the left side of the probe. The bearing air is

secured with a clip that is tightened down to prevent air loss. The next step is connecting

the high power proton and X channel preamps to the probe, and the low power X preamp

to the Y channel, if necessary. The probe is now ready to be used for room temperature

experiments.

The rotor is inserted into the assembled probe/SIT by first pressing the 'insert'

button on the MAS control panel located on the console. Drop the rotor into the hole on

top of the SIT with the flutes toward the top. Put the SIT cap over the hole, leaving a 2

mm gap. Press the stop button. If necessary the insertion of the sample into the stater

can be monitored by the change in tune of the probe. Access the acquisition window in

the X_Win2.1 program by typing 'acqu.' Typing 'wobb' activates the tuning program.

Tune the empty probe and then click on the 'Wobb-SW button in the acquisition

window. Keep the tuning frequency the same, but open the tune range to 20 MHz. Now

inject the sample, if the sample enters the stater the tune will change noticeably. If the

rotor does not enter the stater, press the 'eject' button and reinsert the sample.
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Figure A2-2. A schematic of the bottom of the 4 mm CP-MAS probe.

To spin the rotor press the 'bearing' button on the MAS controller and set the

bearing air pressure to 2000 mb. Next press the 'drive' button and slowly raise the drive

air until the desired spinning rate is obtained.

To eject the sample, lower the drive air to zero and slowly lower the bearing air

until the spinning speed drops. Next press the 'eject' button (make sure that the SIT cap

is on first!). After the rotor has been removed press stop. The contents can be removed

with a copper wire or a drill bit.

This probe is also equipped with several inserts to increase the tuning range. The

inserts should not be used without proper training as changing them involves taking the

probe apart (Table A2-2).
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Table A2-2. The available tuning inserts for the 4 mm CP-MAS probe.

Insert X channel Y channel

1
-Hp

-

2 3.p
'^C

3 •^c 'H

4 '^c '^N

The second MAS probe that is available is the 2.5 mm probe. It has a high power

channel tunable to H or '^F that can be used for decoupling, cross polarization or

detection and a single 'X' channel tunable from '^C to ""P. The maximum spinning speed

of this probe is 35 kHz. It is a variable temperature (VT) probe capable of operation over

the temperature range -30 °C to +70 °C. The rotors used with this probe are also made

out Zr02 (volume is approximately 1 2 |a,l). The rotor caps are made from a plastic :

material.

The rotor is loaded in exactly the same was as the 4 mm rotor, however, a smaller

funnel and packing tool is used. The packing tool also has a small drill bit on it that is

used to remove the sample from the probe. The probe is installed into the magnet in a

similar manner to the 4 mm probe but the 2.5 mm SIT is used (Figure A2-3).

The final probe available for solids NMR is a high power wide line. This probe

has several different inserts that are used to select the tuning range. The available inserts

and their tuning ranges listed in Table A2-3.
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Table A2-3. The tuning inserts for the high power wide line probe.

Insert Serial Number Tuning Range (MHz) Nuclei in Range ;

HZ1930 5-34 *^Vg,'^N

HZ2808 56-118 2„

HZ03344 56-118 ^H

HZ2809 73-130 '^C^^Al

HZ03346 73-130 '^C."A1

HZ2814 115-163 3.p

HZ03348 115-163 31p ,

Drive Air In

:,'•
i

o
'h/'^F Channel

t

Spin Counter
Thermocouple

'

Probe Bottom
BearuigA'^T

uas in

X Channel
Heater In

' G '

Body Air In >

Figure A2-3. A schematic of the bottom of the 2.5 mm MAS probe.
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Placing a sample in this probe is very simple. First remove the probe head by

unscrewing it. The rotor head has a dewared glass portion and should be treated

carefully. Next slip the sample between the coils and replace the probe head. The probe

is then inserted into the bore of the magnet in the same was as the MAS probes; however,

there is only one channel. This should be connected to the high power 'X' preamp.

To perform variable temperature experiments, hook up the 3 VT cables to the

probe. The green VT gas is hooked up to the glass connector, the heater (gray cable) is

attached to the left of the VT gas, and the thermocouple (blue cable) is hooked up to the

right. The probe temperature can now be used to perform 'hot' VT by using the 'edte'

window in X_vvin2.1. The probe is capable of operation to +400 °C in this configuration.

Cold VT requires that the VT gas pass through a heat exchanger. The end of the

green VT gas line is removed and placed aside. The open end of this tube is inserted into

the VT line on the exchanger, and the VT out is hooked up to the probe. A liquid

nitrogen tank is used to fill the Bruker 20 L Dewer. Next, a glass Dewer is inserted

through the top of the magnet bore. This Dewer is very delicate and the up most care

should be used when handling it. The Dewer fits into the ground glass joint on the top of

the probe head. During the experiment, the Dewer freezes to the probe so the system

must be returned to room temperature before it can be removed.

Glossarv of Common Commands for Xwin2.1

The commands below are the minimum required to use X_Win2. 1 to do simple

ID NMR experiments. A detailed description of each command can be found in the

manuals, so only a 'working' description of each command will be given.
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Command List -

abs- automatic baseline correction.

ased- acquisition setup and edit. This command opens a window which allows many

experimental parameters to be set including the pulse program and acquisition

time,

acqu- brings up the acquistion window. The acquisition window allows the observation

of the FID.

eda- edit acquisition parameters. This command is similar to ased except more

parameters are available,

edasp- edit acquisition set up. This command opens a window which display a graphical

representation of the amplifiers and preamplifiers used. ,. ^

edc- allows the creation of a new experiment number or a new experiment name,

efp- exponential multiply FDD then Fourier transform with phase correction,

em- exponential multiply. Multiplies the FE) by a exponential that depends on the value

in Is.

expt- experiment time.

fp- Fourier transform with phase correction.

ft- Fourier transform.

go- resumes an experiment that was interrupted with the halt command,

gs- used in the acquisition window. This command runs the pulse program continuously.

It also opens a window that allows the real time setting of many important values

such as delays and pulse widths.
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halt- stops an experment without data loss. The experement can be continued with the go

command. ;^ ,

lb- line broadening. Sets the value used by em.

Is- left shift. Left shifts the FID by the number of points in nsp. The Is command must

be used before Fourier transforming the FID.

ns- number of scans. Sets the number of transients.

nsp- number of shift points. Sets the number of shift points used by Is.

pk- phase correction. Phases the spectrum with the last phasing parameters used.

powmod- power mode. Selects either the high power or low power amplifiers.

re- allows for the change of experiment and/or process number without using edc. The

format of this command is re # $, where # is the new experiment number and $ is

the new process number. The experiment number can be changed without

inputting a new process number.

setti- set title.

stop. Stops an experiment with data loss.

xwinplot- activates the plotting program. A manual with the complete description of how

to operate this versatile program has been prepared by Bruker. :
>'

zg- zero and go. Starts an experiment. '

;
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